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COVER STORY

Wake me up at half-past 6
Or how the mighty have fallen out
by Khoo Boo Teik

Fifth floor

n 22 June 2002, Tun Dr
Mahathir Mohamad announced his intention to
resign as Prime Minister
and UMNO President. On 1 November 2003, he was succeeded
by Datuk Seri Abdullah Ahmad
Badawi.

O

Fourth Floor?

That sixteen-month transition in
premiership, carefully managed to
keep UMNO intact, was delicately
presented to soothe the postReformasi public. The public never
knew what UMNO offered or
what Mahathir wanted for him to
remain in office until 30 October
2003.
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Lost

in

transition

Whatever their unwritten terms,
Mahathir’s agreement with
UMNO or perhaps his later ‘gentlemen’s agreement’ with
Abdullah had become worthless
by 1 May 2006 when Mahathir
called this a ‘half-past six country which has no guts’.
After that, the in-thing was to spill
one’s guts, or maybe to threaten
so.
At one point Mahathir said that
Abdullah wasn’t UMNO’s ‘first
choice’ to be his successor. By im-

EDITOR'S

NOTE

In our cover story, Khoo Boo Teik explores the “tiff”
between Mahathir and Prime Minister Abdullah
Badawi and looks at the undercurrents that led to
the former premier outbursts. It’s all a far cry from
the euphoria that greeted Abdullah’s ascension to
the premier’s post. The dreams of that period have
now been deflated, observes Angeline Loh.
Mahathir himself has complained that his views have
been marginalised in the mainstream media. He probably chooses not to remember how the media were
effectively muzzled during his tenure. But are the
media any freer under Abdullah as some say? Wong
Kok Keong, in our back cover story, warns that we
cannot depend merely on the personality of a leader
to bring about fundamental reforms.
To be sure, the Chinese-language media have been
losing the relative autonomy they once enjoyed, says
Lee Ooi, and they now have to contend with competition from Internet rivals. Meanwhile, harmless
films such as the “The Last Communist” have been
banned, notes CY, who did manage to catch the
movie.
There are bigger challenges facing the media these
days. Eric Loo says the fear syndrome in newsrooms
is preventing the media from analysing fundamental issues such as poverty and environmental degradation. John Hilley, in turn, looks at how “media
values” and “business ethics” – the whole corporate agenda - are obscuring the real issues of the
day.
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plication – a critical one since
Mahathir hinted at ingratitude
and broken promises – Abdullah
was Mahathir’s choice.
Mahathir alluded to being
‘backstabbed’ and ‘demonized’. In
public, he posed more and more
demanding
questions
and
stronger and stronger criticisms of
Abdullah’s administration.
The Abdullah side – some Cabinet ministers, UMNO leaders and
senior media figures – responded
with harsher and harsher tones.
Mahathir himself was reminded
he’d given his word not to interfere with the ‘new’ government.
Soon salvoes of mutual criticism
converged into a barrage of accusation.

Figures

of

dissent

Into the fray was drawn Tun Musa
Hitam. He spoke painfully of this
round of UMNO infighting as
only he could speak of UMNO’s
pains of the past 25 years. Musa,
being no Reformasi diehard,

didn’t say Mahathir was nyanyuk.
But he diagnosed the doctor’s
condition as ‘post-PM syndrome’.
Into the fight leapt an unlikely
combatant – Matthias Chang,
Mahathir’s former political secretary. On 18 April, Chang called
Minister of Foreign Affairs Syed
Hamid Albar an ‘incompetent’
‘big Napoleon’ over the government’s decision to stop building
the ‘scenic’ or ‘crooked’ – but definitely half – bridge to Singapore.
On 13 June, Chang called
Abdullah’s son-in-law, Khairy
Jamaluddin, and New Straits
Times
Deputy
Chairman
Kalimullah Hassan ‘corrupt’ and
‘cowardly’ and accused them of
campaigning to ‘demonize’
Mahathir.

Circumstantial
evidence
Suddenly half-forgotten figures
with an axe or two to grind
emerged, almost casually so.
Following a police assault on
demonstrators protesting electricity rate increases, former Tenaga
Chairman Ani Arope spoke of
Tenaga’s ‘unequal treaties’ with
the Independent Power Producers (IPP). He revealed that the Economic Planning Unit had compelled Tenaga to accept a higher
price for IPP-supplied power than
the IPP had asked.
Mana boleh? ‘Ask the former premier,’ Ani Arope said.

Musa Hitam

From the shadows appeared the
author of a surat layang whose
identity had been a poorly kept
‘official secret’ since 1996. There
was an unpublicized investiga-
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tion of Syed Ahmad Idid Syed
Abdullah’s accusations of judicial
corruption. It didn’t result in any
action being taken against any
judge but led to Syed Ahmad
Idid’s ignoble departure as High
Court judge. Now the media gave
him a chance to revisit his old allegations.
Two judicial developments were
perhaps not irrelevant to what
was happening.
First, the Court of Appeal granted
Sukma Darmawan Sasmitaat
Madja’s appeal for a new trial on
old charges. In 1998, Sukma had
been jailed after he pleaded guilty
to letting Anwar Ibrahim
sodomize him. Later, Sukma
maintained his innocence, claiming he ‘confessed’ only because
he couldn’t withstand the torture
by his interrogators.
Second, Anwar’s RM100 million
‘defamation and conspiracy’ suit
against Mahathir wound its way
through the judicial process, with
Anwar’s registering a long reply
to Mahathir’s statement of defence.

Fathers

and

sons

Within UMNO, Mirzan Mahathir
broke ranks with the Pemuda
leadership to support his father.
‘KJ’, however, has not broken his
silence, at least not in public, to
defend his father-in-law.
A rumour circulated that ‘September 2’ – the day in 1998 when
Anwar was sacked – would return on 19 June. This time
UMNO’s Supreme Council would
expel Mahathir from the party.
When that didn’t happen, the
spin was Abdullah couldn’t pull

Musa lauded as an ‘elegant silence’.
Really, can Pak Lah’s silence be
elegant? In a political system
where the leader habitually has
the last word on everything, for
how long can he rely on his ministers to shield him from replying
directly to Mahathir?
Let’s call a spat a spat. Melodrama,
which Abdullah dampened with
his anodyne talk of civilization
and governance, has returned to
Malaysian politics with a vengeance.

bought for 70 million Euros
(RM315 million). Under Tengku
Mahaleel, Proton had evidently
been a business success.
The government’s replies were:
the AP issue was already clarified
last year; selling MV Augusta rid
Proton of a losing, debt-ridden,
motorcycle company marginal to
automobile manufacturing; and
Proton’s Board had a right not to
renew Tengku Mahaleel’s appointment. At any rate, there was
a new National Automobile
Policy.

Over sea to sky

Nazri

it off, at least not yet.
Resourceful as ever, Mahathir discovered the utility of civil society’s
limited instruments of expression.
His statements and his allies’
commentaries were posted on
websites and blogs. He gave a
characteristically long and candid interview to Malaysiakini. He
held a ‘dialogue with NGOs’ on
24 June. The dialogue was arranged by Malaysia Today and attended, among others, by some opposition figures.

Not since Anwar’s sacking has
there been as tense an affair as this
‘tiff’ (to use Kalimullah’s language) between the Predecessor
and his Successor.
However, ‘open war’ (Nazri’s
term for a counter-attack against
Mahathir) may not be an exaggeration for a tiff that may have
become too deadly to produce a
win-win situation.
How have the mighty fallen out
so?

Who’s
For ‘sleeping with the enemy’
thus, as the New Straits Times put
it, Mahathir was jeered by Minister (PM’s Department) Nazri
Aziz: if he was jantan, Mahathir
should leave UMNO! Naturally
Mahathir wouldn’t leave UMNO
which he’d joined before ‘hatchet
man’ Nazri was born.

Silence!
Even as Mahathir’s manhood was
challenged while the integrity of
others was assailed, Abdullah
stayed aloof. He maintained what

selling

what?

Mahathir claimed he only wanted
clear and truthful answers to
questions regarding Proton, the
half-bridge and Putrajaya. Each,
however, was a complicated matter.
First, Proton dragged in the Approved Permits, the sale of its subsidiary, MV Augusta, and the replacement of Tengku Mahaleel
Tengku Ariff as Managing Director. The APs ate into Proton’s market share. MV Augusta was sold
for one Euro although it was
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Second, the half-bridge was suspended between Johor’s sand
and Malaysia’s airspace, not to
say remote from ‘Lee Kuan
Yew’s Singapore’. Mahathir
wouldn’t accept that Malaysia
had to abandon the crooked
half-bridge because Singapore
wouldn’t cooperate to build a
straight full bridge. He said he’d
been assured days before the government’s final decision that the
bridge construction would proceed.
The government’s answers were:
Singapore wouldn’t cooperate
unless it was sold sand and allowed to use Malaysian airspace.
Since ‘the people’ were opposed
to the sand and airspace deal, it
made neither legal nor financial
sense to proceed with the halfbridge.
Then Mahathir charged that the
sand-space ‘sweetener’ was offered to, not originally demanded
by, Singapore. Selling the sand
– which Johor protested – had
become selling national sovereignty.

Mahligai

revisited

Third, the halt to further construction in Putrajaya cast an aspersion
on Mahathir’s fiscal management.
More than the Twin Towers or
KLIA, Putrajaya – derided as
mahligai by Reformasi dissidents
– symbolised Mahathir’s readiness to ‘spend and spend’ on
‘mega projects’.
Hence, it had long been hinted,
Abdullah had to reduce the
budget deficit and watch his own
spending. He wanted to focus on
the Ninth Malaysia Plan, not ‘tax,
spend and build’ if that left a huge
burden on the future.
But Mahathir denied that state
funds were low. Petronas made
record profits. The Employees’
Provident Fund had lots of
money. The national reserves were
piling up.

Some may admire Abdullah’s
‘sounds of silence’. Others hear
grating moans and groans issuing from power shifts that have
occurred at the highest levels of
policy planning and decisionmaking.

The ideological roots of Islam
hadhari may be traced to ‘the assimilation of Islamic values’. Indeed, Abdullah was responsible
for implementing Mahathir’s
Islamization policies until Anwar
joined the government.

Of course, UMNO’s chronic infighting has always been coloured
by personalities and styles but
other matters have always been
critical.

And, truly, where would
Abdullah’s ‘towering personalities’ come from if not Mahathir’s
Melayu Baru?

In 1987–88, Team A and Team B
fought over ‘holding NEP in abeyance’, Malaysia Inc., privatization
and the dislocation of the civil
service. In 1997–98, Anwar’s fate
was foreshadowed by behindthe-scenes battles over financial
policies and the tools of crisis
management.
What, then, is the present fight
about?

Anwar Ibrahim, who isn’t caught
between Mahathir and Abdullah,
correctly remarked that Mahathir
wasn’t pursuing a ‘reform
agenda’. Mahathir was only adamant that the projects decided by
his Cabinet shouldn’t be terminated by this Cabinet.
Even so, that’s not to say
Mahathir’s agenda was merely
personal. It was and it wasn’t.

My way or no way
How could money not be available? Why shouldn’t it be spent?
Without state expenditure, how
could there be multipliers and
benefits to the economy?
He despaired with a certain
‘Malay attitude towards money’.
Money wasn’t just something
lighter than a sack of padi to be
carried about for barter. Money is
for making more money!

Personalities
and
more
Those have become highly emotional disagreements. They merge
with other complications.
Mahathir’s not suffering a ‘postPM syndrome’ as if his judgments
and commitments are ruled by
nostalgia.

Imitations
and
appearances
One clue comes from what
Mahathir stands for, what he’s
always stood for.
At first glance, it’s puzzling why
there should be a MahathirAbdullah spat, least of all over
basic policy differences. One
might think Abdullah’s furiously
de-Mahathirising.
Isn’t that a mirage, though? Isn’t
Abdullah in fact imitating
Mahathir?
Abdullah’s initiatives for better
governance and ‘GLC Transformation’ were anticipated by
Mahathir’s bureaucratic reforms
and taming of the state-owned
enterprises of the 1980s.
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Abdullah’s ‘reform initiatives’
have been limited to urging better
performances from the managers
of the GLCs and improving the
civil service and liberalizing certain sectors of the economy. Most
people suspect he has no firmer
vision to offer.
In contrast, Mahathir’s policies
girded a crucial project, once
called Malaysia Inc., later named
Vision 2020. It was a project inspired by a deep economic nationalism that drove his entire political career. He devotedly pursued
it for 22 years as Prime Minister.
What do a weakened national car,
an abandoned bridge and a diminished administrative capital
signify? They are the brick-andmortar symptoms of the demoli-

tion of that nationalist project.
They are evidence of the dismantling of the one legacy for which
Mahathir might want to be remembered.
It’s one thing for Abdullah to express a general commitment to
Vision 2020. It’s something altogether different when, in the name
of better governance, liberalization or globalization, he unravels
Mahathir’s project.
To defend that project, Mahathir
had risked everything fighting
Team B in 1987–90, and sacking
Anwar and imposing capital controls in 1998.
To that degree, he’d be enraged at
a National Automobile Policy that
wouldn’t protect Proton and a
Free Trade Agreement with Japan
that bartered our vegetables for
their cars! Has this not become a
‘half past six country which has
no guts’? And what dire tradeoffs will result from the negotiations over an FTA with USA?

Tiers

of

visions ever present in UMNO crises.
For instance, Mahathir said he
wasn’t concerned with contracts
and who got them. There were
wrong things and wrong directions – and he wouldn’t be
Mahathir if he didn’t ‘stick his
neck out’ to set them right.
Yet, the talk in KL, cyberspace and
beyond is about how ‘KJ and his
Oxbridge boys and their consultancies’ have monopolized policy
planning and taken control of
projects and contracts.
That raises hopes or fears among
AM 24(9)

fights

Believing there’s a campaign to
reverse his policies, terminate
agreed projects and rubbish his
reputation, Mahathir might not
stop short of ‘disuniting UMNO’
en route to lubang cacing (‘the
source’).
But can he win an ‘open war’?
What can his prestige or reputation or charisma, each dented by
previous crises, accomplish without the powers of incumbency and
the instruments of rule?
Much, however, depends on
whether or how the Big Spat coincides with other tensions and di-
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different corporate interests and
their political allies. After all, the
economy, while growing, isn’t
booming, and the 9MP projects
are about to be awarded.

Rising

sons

There is envious talk that KJ’s political ambition goes way beyond
putting together a football team.
UMNO people look at Abdullah’s
menantu and think he’s rising too
rapidly, rather like Mahathir’s
protégé (Anwar) in the early
1980s.

Continued on page 17

MEDIA

Deflated

dreams

Shouts of joy turn to whispers of apprehension as media abdicate
responsibility
by Angeline Loh
emember the euphoria of
March 2004? A new day
dawned,
Malaysian
hopes were high. We
had a new Prime Minister,
Abdullah Ahmad Badawi, swept
in on the tide of a craving for
change amongst Malaysians tired
of the corruption and heavyhandedness of the Mahathir administration. Our journey since
then has reached midway with
Abdullah at the helm, but now our
shouts of hope and joy are fast
becoming whispers of apprehension.

R

‘Pak Lah’, as we fondly nicknamed our PM, in the headiness
of election triumph, promised to
deliver Malaysia into an era of
good governance through the espousal of democratic values (including transparency) to route out
the corruption epidemic, which
has plagued our society for decades.
He started off on the right foot, giving the opposition a voice, albeit
a minority voice, and going out to
reassure non-Muslims of their religious freedom and the goodwill
of Muslims. He showed himself a
fair person who held no grudges
against political opponents by facilitating the release of Anwar
Ibrahim. What happened to the

dream? What happened to the
aspirations of the people?

Sinking

shows, in lieu of drafting White
Papers for this or that, has anything changed? No.

balloons

With the slow pace of change, if
any, our high hopes seem to have
come down like a balloon, gradually losing enthusiasm and altitude. Midway through the
Abdullah era, Malaysia is undergoing a conflict. It is a visible and
yet invisible one. We have apparently experienced freedom of
speech, on the one hand; yet, on
the other, that freedom is withdrawn, making us realise that the
gift of this right certainly has its
limits within the Malaysian context.
This right is undermined by the
continuance of media censorship
and suppression of information
by the government and the mainstream media themselves. We
were promised good governance
and eagerly looked forward to finally shaping the present and the
future of this nation as a united
people believing in ‘Malaysia
Boleh!’
Despite the setting up of commission after commission to investigate the problems of criminal law
and its enforcement, and Parliamentary Select Committee roadAliran Monthly : Vol.26(5) Page 8

The bemused public who entrusted this administration with
their lives and their aspirations
now feel ‘jilted’ by a government
that turns a deaf ear and a blind
eye to a large portion of the
citizenry. Instead, it panders to the
interests of the elite and the upper-middle classes, its cronies in
power and wealth.
Corruption has become so natural to the Malaysian way of life
that the difference between right
and wrong has been blurred. We
have lost most of our sense of justice, decency and civicmindedness that we may have
had before. We have become immune to embarrassment or shame
and are increasingly losing our
sense of compassion for the
marginalised amongst us.
Every single day, the mainstream
media barrage us with international corporate values that
prioritise the accumulation of
profit and power, social and economic status, and protection of
image. Our nation’s government
has been convinced that this is the
path to developed nationhood and
has decided to set aside demo-

cratic values and social responsibility, which are essential to countering the negative effects of unbridled capitalism. It has chosen
to adopt some of the worst values
of developed capitalist countries
such as the United States.

Stifled cries of the
marginalized
Still, in fairness to Pak Lah, the
responsibility for the present state
of the nation cannot be wholly
lumped on him. He appears to be
the guardian of chaos and rising
autocracy in a system used and
abused to satisfy the ambitions of
a group of ruling party elite who
continue to live off the fat of the
land.
When the honeymoon was effectively over by the end of 2004 and
citizens began to chaff at the sluggish pace of the expected change
that was promised, we found to
our disillusionment that the government had big plans to plunge
us headlong into a frenzy of privatization.
This meant an increase in living
costs, which would create a larger
low-income population as the
lower-middle, non-professional
strata whose income cannot not
keep pace with rising living costs

become absorbed into the low-income strata.
In turn, the number of hardcore
poor could also swell as the struggle to survive grows harder for
those already in the low-income
strata, pushing them into destitution and thus widening the rich–
poor divide.
In the hope of making the government rethink these potentially
politically dangerous strategies,
concerned civil societies and
NGOs formed coalitions. These
coalitions were meant to open discussions, to make the government
aware of the negative effects of
these profit-oriented strategies,
which serve only a minority and
marginalise more of the populace.
The coalitions took a stand
against water privatization and
health care privatization. They
also criticized the ‘privatization’
and re-organisation of the public
transport system, diseased with
corruption and in a shambles
without proper long-term planning, particularly in Penang. Civil
society tries to speak out for the
marginalised whose human
rights and fundamental means of
survival is lowest on the establishment’s priority list. To do this, civil
society is dependent on the me-

dia, more so on the alternative
media, as the mainstream media
minimise and marginalise alternative or dissenting views.

Media’s lips sealed
with the law
When Pak Lah was the ‘caretaker’
premier after Mahathir stepped
down with a show of tearful regret, it was no surprise that there
was no obvious break from the
mindset of that former regime.
Under this mindset, Malaysiakini,
an alternative news website that
provided a number of Malaysians
a platform to ‘voice’ their opinions
in cyberspace, was raided and
their equipment confiscated. We
witnessed the harassment of
bloggers/webmasters such as Jeff
Ooi of the ‘Screenshots’ blog and
Raja Petra of the Malaysia Today
website.
More recently, we witnessed the
indefinite suspension of the
Sarawak Tribune over the reproduction of the controversial Danish cartoons - despite an apology
from the paper and the resignation of an editor alleged to be directly connected with the publication of the offending pieces under the Printing Presses and
Publications Act.
The Official Secrets Act was even
used to suppress the seriousness
of the haze, which widely affected
the health of vulnerable citizens
especially children and the elderly, but its utility seems surpassed by the Printing Presses
and Publications Act. Perhaps
this is due to the government’s
‘promise’ of ‘transparency and
good governance’ or the fact that
the use of the Printing Presses and
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Publications Act is an easier, more
user-friendly catch-all option for
the powers-that-be.
It is common knowledge that selfcensorship has almost become
part of journalistic and editorial
culture in Malaysia. The attitude
of press employees seems to be
‘grin and bear it’ so you can keep
your job. In current circumstances,
this culture has served to stifle
and silence the clamour of public
opinion objecting to current government policies.
This growing culture was seen
recently in the news blackout in
the mainstream media of the fuel
price hike demonstrations involving large numbers of citizens including members of trade unions,
non-governmental organisations
and opposition political parties
who spoke out. The price hike of
30 sen per litre has adversely affected a majority of low-income
earners and, unavoidably, the
hard core poor. Inevitably, there
was police brutality against unarmed citizens, including children, at the protest. The mainstream press sealed its lips and
refrained from reporting these
human rights violations.
That this news embargo came in
the wake of the previous crackdown on the press, particularly
The Sarawak Tribune and the
Guangming Daily over their publication of the religiously sensitive
Danish cartoons, is no surprise.
Unfortunately, the crackdown set
a precedent for the government to
silence the press on any other issue it deemed politically sensitive.
There is also the parallel issue of
public transport for which the
government promises to channel

the ‘savings’ made by the withdrawal of the fuel subsidy. Complaints and the debate over the
country’s shoddy public transport system began months before
the fuel price rise furore. And
when Putrajaya announced that
RM4.4 billion in subsidies would
be saved, the debate how it would
be spent began to heat up. The
government swiftly tried to gag it
by threatening the public. Pak
Lah’s statement, in no uncertain
terms - that no one was to question
how the government would use
the RM4.4 billion - was aired on
all television channels of an early
evening news bulletin shortly after the announcement.
The public and, surprisingly, the
conventional press would not be
deterred. Articles concerning the
issue continued to appear. Yet,
when it comes to challenging oilrich Petronas, the press buckles
under government-cum-corporate
pressure.
While investigative reporting is
absent from Malaysian press culture, the mainstream press has,
within its legally demarcated pen,
managed to voice issues of public
concern particularly those concerning corruption in high places.
Yet, these revelations are not pressinitiated revelations but those that
the politically influential choose
to expose or which are revealed
as a result of internal jockeying
within political parties.
One such incident was the ‘Approved Permits’ fiasco. The press
roused itself to take notice when
the International Trade Minister
burst into tears at accusations
hurled at her. The public, also
drawn to this spectacle, devoured
reports on this issue.
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But enthusiasm soon faded when
the Minister’s tears dried and everything seemed all right. The engagement in corruption by the
various parties involved in the issue was treated like misbehaviour
among children, deserving only of
a smack on the hand. All was forgiven, and the press bowed out.
So the public is left to wonder
what all the fuss was about. This
seems to become the customary
response to highlighted problems
in the country. Just a storm in a
teacup. No follow-up, no action.
The Malaysian dream of democracy with good governance,
elimination of corruption and
transparency has turned to
ashes even before any of the 2004
election promises materialise.
Our mainstream media, the potential tools of a democracy, have
ransomed their freedom in exchange for their survival. They
are little more than profiteering
corporate bodies, absolved of all
responsibility for being ‘economical with the truth’ by reason of
government control. These conventional media have forgotten
the reason for their existence. The
situation is increasingly critical
as suppression of information
becomes the norm in our beloved
Malaysia. q

MEDIA

The

Age

of

Uncertainty

Malaysia’s Chinese-language newspapers are losing their
relative autonomy at a time when their Internet rivals are
providing more uncensored news
by Tan Lee Ooi
one of the media in
Malaysia is really isolated from the problem of state intervention in news coverage. But for
the Chinese press in 2006, what
really runs deeper than mere
government control is the uncertainties that have emerged
- uncertainties in the way of
losing the relative independence they had in the past even
as much keener market competition looms. For media practitioners or readers, a lot of
things look uncertain and not
in their proper order.

N

The state of confusion is fermented by the unpredictable,
harsh and undefined actions or
decisions that have violated the
“ready-to-take-criticism” and
“hear-the-truth”
electoral
promises of the current regime.

‘The Great Chief Editor’
Historically, the Chinese press
preserved their relative freedom compared to their counterparts in other languages.
The scenario was rewritten
with the appointment of a Chinese deputy minister in the Internal Security Ministry since

the early 1990s.
This has created
a new invisible
hand
(yet
known).
The
situation
has
worsened with
the creation of
another special
post, the appointment of a Chinese political secretary to the
Prime Minister. It is believed
that the relatively larger space
enjoyed by the Chinese press
is decreasing.
Due to the frequent editorial
interventions, some observers
have dubbed the Chinese
deputy Internal Security Minister as ‘The Great Chief Editor’ (Tai Shang Zong Bian Ji) of
the Chinese press. In Mandarin, Zong Bian Ji is the chief
editor. Tai Shang means somebody higher than the emperor
in the ancient Chinese dynasties such as the parent or the
grandparent of the emperor
who could influence the kingdom’s affairs. ‘The Great Chief
Editor’ acts as a new authority
and establishes a new mechanism that has created more
chaos than order. Phone calls
and personal visits are the
Aliran Monthly : Vol.26(5) Page 11

tricks of the day.
The inconsistency began with
the ‘nude squats’ incident. At
the end of 2005, China Press incorrectly reported the nationality of the ‘nude squats’ victim. Subsequently, the incident
hit the media headlines in
China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. The government alleged
that it had damaged the international image of Malaysia.
China Press apologised but, a
few days later, its two top editors took full responsibility and
resigned ‘voluntarily’, according to an announcement made
by the paper.

Unanswered

question

However, it still left behind the
unanswered question of who
was responsible for asking
them to resign. Utusan Malaysia reported that China Press

took the decision after being
pressured by the Internal Security Ministry (‘mengambil
tindakan itu setelah mendapat
desakan KDN’ , Utusan Malaysia,
6 January 2006). The Chineselanguage
Internet
media
Merdekareview.com reported
that Ong Ka Ting visited the
main office of China Press and
pacified the journalists and
editors. They were told that the
resignation was necessary to
safeguard the evening edition
publication, which serves an
important market - the Klang
Valley area - for China Press.
Later, Abdullah Badawi denied the allegation that it was
the Internal Security Ministry
that forced the resignation in
response to a query by Lim Kit
Siang in Parliament. Curiously
enough, who is the ‘Little Napoleon’?
What the online news website,
Malaysiakini.com’s chief editor,
Steven Gan, refers to as ‘a notso-funny cartoon witch-hunt’
also contributes to the current
state of lack of order. After The
Sarawak Tribune was terminated with an indefinite suspension, Guangming Daily’ s
evening edition and an editor
in Penang were also suspended
for two weeks after publishing
a photo showing a reader with
a foreign newspaper containing the offending cartoons.
The action was taken even
though Guangming Daily managed to retrieve most of its
newspapers soon after they hit
the streets. Only a small
number was believed to have
been sold to the public.

Expired

permit

There is a fierce competition in
the northern region between
the evening editions of
Guangming Daily and Kwong
Wah Yit Poh. The suspension of
the newspaper triggered a
slight drop in the share value
of Sin Chew Media Corporation on Bursa Malaysia.
Until early April, Oriental Daily
News (ODN) was still using its
old publication permit, which
had expired on 31 December
2005. Hence, the mystery of
the permit approval of ODN
was clouded with speculation
and rumour. Early this year,
the market speculated that the
willingness of the owner to
persist with its three-year-long
unprofitable investment was in
doubt. Not long after that, the
old boss of ODN passed away.
Once
again,
speculation
emerged until the new boss
dispelled it and the paper
moved its main office from
Subang Jaya to the city centre
of Kuala Lumpur at Jalan Dang
Wangi, where it occupies a
seven-storey building.
But the mystery remains. Who
halted the permit approval of
ODN? This unsolved mystery
became the main concern of
media observers and it has
sparked all kinds of rumours,
including of conflict of interest,
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fighting between media
companies in
the process of
permit
approval
and
tales of bribery and corruption. If we
regard all this as merely rumours, it only reinforces the inconsistency of the current regime in its media policy.
It was not until 20 April, during a parliamentary session,
deputy Internal Security Minister Mohd Johari Baharum admitted that the ODN’s permit
has been approved on 7 April,
without giving any rationale or
justification for the delay. Nobody knows why the ODN finally obtained its permit after
publishing for more than three
months ‘illegally’.

Market

realignment

Besides living with the uncertainty of government media
politics, the Chinese newspaper
market face a new sphere of
competition. First, market realignment is taking place. These
include the emergence of ODN
in the market and the changing share ownership of
Nanyang Press Holdings.
ODN has shown strong
growth in daily circulation

since its inception
in 2003. With new
market strategies,
ODN has seen a
dramatic hike in
circulation this
year. According
to ABC, in February, ODN’s circulation reached
nearly 80,000 copies daily during 2005, which was higher
than Kwong Wah Yit Poh’s. As
columnist Sim Kwang Yang described it, ‘the new kid on the
block in the Chinese media
world’, ‘ODN has played a
leading role’ and ‘kept alive
public debate’.
At the same time, after MCA
took over Nanyang Press, the
group’s profit for 2005 recorded a further decrease of 33
per cent from the previous
year's; its daily circulation also
fell from 163,219 copies in 2001,
prior to takeover, to 137,333 in
2005.
The other major market realignment development involves the owner of Sin Chew
Media Corporation Bhd. Tiong
Hiew King, through a company
linked to him, Madigreen Sdn.
Bhd, has acquired 20.44 per
cent of the shares of Nanyang
Press and is now indirectly the
second biggest shareholder in
Nanyang Press. ODN reported
that this has confirmed the rumour of Sin Chew having a
hand in the MCA’s takeover in
2002.
Recently, ODN has continuously highlighted the nightmare of a possible concentration of the ownership of Chinese dailies. The Selangor Chi-

nese Hall Assembly and writers’ group WAMI issued a
press statement to oppose
Tiong’s move.
Nevertheless, those in the forefront of opposition to the acquisition in 2002 have mostly
remained silent especially the
‘Team B’ in MCA, Chinese associations and community
leaders. The politics within the
BN supposedly represents the
final resistance force to the formation of a Chinese media conglomerate in Malaysia.
But according to an analysis in
Merdekareview.com, through has
political linkages, might possibly make his next move. He is
testing the Chinese community
and the BN with his ‘grand vision’ of market realignment
through indirect acquisition
before making the final move.
However, former Sin Chew executive director Gan Chin Kew
has been appointed as the new
group managing director and
group chief executive officer of
the Nanyang Group since February 2006.

Competition
in
cyberspace
Second, in addition to the uncertain media policy and market realignment, the Chinese
newspapers also have to face
new competition in cyberspace.
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Last year, two Chinese-language
Internet dailies were
launched. These two
p o r t a l s ,
Merdekareview.com
and the Chinese version
of
Malaysiakini.com, are experimenting with a new form of
online journalism. These two
Internet dailies supply the Chinese speaking readers with far
more critical news analyses and
commentary without the unnecessary censorship practices
of the conventional media.
Freer space on the Internet also
led to a plethora of websites
and blogs, which facilitate the
formation of a ‘public space’.
Active Internet users always
voice their dissatisfaction with
the censored mainstream news
coverage in their blogs or cyber
forums. The Chinese newspapers are losing their relative
autonomy at a time when the
Internet media provide more
uncensored news. This has put
the Chinese newspapers in a
disadvantaged position even
as they face stiff competition.
Will the Chinese press satisfy
the rising expectation of their
readers? Can they still be reliable as they used to be? Which
direction the Chinese media
take will surely spark much
curiousity as we enter the age
of uncertainty. q
Tan Lee Ooi has recently
completed a study of the
on-line media. He used to
be a journalist.

ARTS & CULTURE

I have seen the
“The Last Communist”!
Those who have not seen the movie are jumping to conclusions
by CY
elaki Komunis Terakhir
(The Last Communist),
directed
by
Amir
Muhammad, was one of
the films that participated in the
19th Singapore International Film
Festival on 13-29 April 2006. It
was shown at a packed auditorium at the Alliance Francais (AF)
in Singapore on 27 April (We
could not get the seats we
wanted). It was later shown to the
public at the Picturehouse (operated by Cathay Cineplex Pte Ltd)
in Singapore. Both screenings
were rated PG (“Parental Guidance”). Lelaki Kominis Terakhir
was treated as a normal, usual,
“acceptable” film and it did not
cause result in any undue governmental attention or political outcry!

L

Why ban Lelaki Kominis Terakhir?
I have seen it and even stayed on
for the Q&A session at the end of
the show. I have encountered neither “controversial” nor “sensitive” elements in the documentary. The questions raised during
the Q&A did not reflect any concern about the “danger of communism”. I am confused: why the
ban?
I am not a movie or documentary
critic, and I assume that those who

watched the show or will be
watching it are no different from
me. I assume that my opinion and
feelings about the movie are the
same as many others’. Now, let me
tell you - those of you who will
unfortunately not get the chance
to watch the film - about its contents.

Charcoal

and

petai

The film was shot in chronological order based on issues relating
to the Communist Party of Malaya. Interviews were carried out
with people around the areas
where communism gained
ground. The film first showed an
Indian youth selling ais kacang
and speaking in Bahasa Malaysia. He related stories about the
history of his family life, about
Sitiawan town, and nothing about
communism.

Indian petai sellers talking about
different types of petai and their
usage; an old Chinese man talking about the Japanese occupation; a young Indian youth speaking fluently in Hokkien and talking about his life; and an Indian
woman who works in an oil palm
plantation telling her stories about
subsistence living.

The following scenes were shot
more or less in the same style: interviews with people from all
walks of life, from different ethnic
groups including a Chinese charcoal industrialist explaining how
to make charcoal; a Malay man
who collects petai (a long, flat
green bean with a peculiar smell)
from the forest, telling his stories
of work with his former employer;

All the interviews were so plain
and, to a certain extent, even boring. Hardly any one of them can
be linked to communism except
two interviews (if I remember correctly) with a Malay girl student
from the Sultan Idris College who
criticised communism and its
threat to the nation, and a Caucasian writer, who wrote on communism.
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In between the film, there were
songs sung by a group comprising different ethnic groups, while
a girl sang some other songs. The
lyrics of the songs contained different issues and were sung according to the contexts and time
periods of the movement of the
Communist Party of Malaya, such
as the ideology of communism
and the period when Identity
Cards were introduced by the British to curtail the Communist
Party.
The film does tell stories about
Communist history in Malaysia/
Malaya. For example, the crew
went to Baling to shoot the negotiation process between the
Tunku Abdul Rahman’s and
Chin Peng’s delegations. There
were no real life actors but only
figures of prominent men drawn
in cartoon form with background
narrators imitating the conversations during the negotiations. The
conversation was purely about
the rationale used by both parties
on matters concerning the disarmament process. This in itself
does not warrant a public outcry
about the dangers of communism.

Harmless

content

The final section of the film
skirts around the lives and
(his)stories of those who were
directly involved with Communist issues, including the collaborators of the British, and
some members of the Communist Party of Malaya who now
live on the Thailand-Malaysia
border. One of the stories was
about the experience of an old
Malay man who quite candidly
related stories of his enchantment with the female communists, the recruitment of commu-

nists, his involvement with the
British in catching the communists and the reward he received.

Continued from page 36
Giving
a

the news
kick

The subsequent interviews focused on the historical telling by
communist members about their
hiding spots in the forest, the cooking area, their reasons for joining
the Communist Party, views on
the political scenario during their
time, and their personal views of
the choices they made. The film
also showed the lifestyles of the
communist members and their
publications. It ends with a gathering of Communist members
showing their solidarity and commitment to communist ideas.

Charter 2000-Aliran condemns
the reported assault on an independent journalist who was
covering the 28 May protest
against hikes in oil prices and
electricity tariffs at the KLCC.

I might have missed out some of
the contents and details of the
film. But my point here is to showcase the content of the film and to
illustrate that it was not a controversial movie. It does not cause
any fear or angst; neither does it
threaten or advocate communist
cause. It might stir a sense of sympathy for those members who are
still not allowed to set foot on
Malaysian territory and a sense
of respect for those who still believe in their fight with no regret.

We view this incident seriously
as it constitutes an obstruction
of a journalist’s duty to report.
It is also, by extension, a violation of the people’s right to
know.

So, why ban Lelaki Komunis
Terakhir? I am confused because
the film is not oriented towards
communist propaganda. More
confusing is that those who have
not watched the film are already
jumping to conclusions while the
autocratic decision in banning a
film is a blow to freedom of expression. q
CY is a research student at
a university in Singapore.
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The journalist from the online
Chinese-language
news
website MerdekaReview.com,
Lim Hong Siang, who was
also taking photos, was said
to have been kicked by a policeman in a bid to force him
to leave the scene.

It is the professional duty of journalists to provide honest, eyewitness coverage of events of
national and political significance. We are gravely concerned that the authorities’
strong-arm tactics and intimidation may promote a culture of
fear among journalists and make
it hazardous for them to carry
out their duties.
We therefore call upon the authorities to respect the professional duty of journalists to report
the truth and to ensure that they
are not harmed in any way.
Dr Mustafa Kamal Anuar
& Anil Netto
Coordinators,
Charter 2000-Aliran
6 June 2006

MEDIA

Flawed

reporting

Press coverage of the disruption of the forum in Penang left
much to be desired
by Mustafa Kamal Anuar
he controversy generated by the disruption of
the 14 May forum in
Penang on the supremacy of the Federal Constitution continued to be reported days
after the forum. The New Straits
Times on 16 May front-paged a
story headlined ‘A stupid act’,
which carried an angry response
from Minister Nazri Abdul Aziz.
He was incensed, and rightly so,
by the action of an unruly mob
who disrupted a peaceful and legitimate meeting of concerned but
distressed Malaysians.

T

quently pretend to reflect the pulse
of the common people.

While it was commendable of the
NST to highlight the issue on 16
May, the daily however appeared
to have done so only after a government minister responded to
the disruption. Most likely, this
pro-establishment paper would
not have given prominence to this
vital issue if a government politician had not commented on it. Put
simply, it was another case of ‘cue
journalism’ – that is, taking the
cue from officialdom - at work.

theSun, having correctly judged
this issue to be an important one,
not only carried the story of
Nazri’s anger on 16 May, but also
ran an editorial that stressed the
citizens’ right to freedom of expression and the role of the police
in ensuring that this right is adequately protected. In fact, theSun
was the only English language
newspaper on 15 May to report
the disruption of the forum.

In a sense, the minister’s reported
comments also suggest that the
attempt by certain media organisations to evade this burning issue was anything but intelligent,
especially for those dailies that fre-

The Malay language newspapers,
namely Utusan Malaysia and Berita
Harian, also covered the disruption, but with a certain slant that
somehow suggested, rather incorrectly, that the forum was about
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promoting the controversial Interfaith Commission. In contrast, the
major Chinese newspapers provided excellent coverage of the
events.
The New Straits Times ran on 17
May a commentary that was supportive of the organisers of the
Penang forum. It argued that to
have a civilised dialogue served a
useful purpose “in the all-too-limited space available for the public” to address contentious issues
such as religion and ethnic relations. It added that intimidatory
tactics used by the placard-brandishing protesters could contribute nothing to the discourse.
theSun report on 18 May headlined
“Cops to wrap up probe on ille-

gal demo next week” basically
talked about the investigation that
was being conducted by the police in Penang into the forum dispute. It also quoted Prime Minister Abdullah Badawi as having
assured the Malaysian public that
the government did not intend to
ban forums of this nature, but cautioned the organisers and others
to be very careful when discussing contentious issues such as religion.

Different

take

On the other hand, Utusan Malaysia had a different take on the
Penang forum controversy. In its
report on 20 May headlined “Forum ‘kontroversi’ tiada permit”
(Controversial forum didn’t have
permit), the newspaper highlighted a statement made by
Deputy Internal Security Minister,
Fu Ah Kiow, that the forum organisers had not obtained a police
permit.

Continued from page 7
Within UMNO are the sons of
former Prime Ministers – Najib
Tun Razak, Hishamuddin
Hussein Onn and Mukhriz
Mahathir – and older claimants
to power. Mahathir’s openly derided the ‘5th Floor’ (Prime Minister’s Office) for operating at the
behest of the ‘4th Floor’ where KJ’s
Oxbridge-trained ‘special officers’ are located.
Some, like Nazri and Hishamuddin, come to KJ’s defence.
They sneer at insinuations of his
boundless influence. Others are
quiet, and no one knows what
they think.

Utusan further quoted Fu as
saying that, although an organiser need not necessarily
apply for a permit for such a
function, it is advisable that it
apply for such a permit or to
inform the police to ensure
public safety. The reportorial
slant taken by the daily appeared to put the blame on the
forum organisers for having
not taken serious considered
the safety of the general public especially when it comes to
discussing ‘sensitive issues’.
At the press conference that was
convened soon after the abrupt
end of the forum, representatives
of most of the major media organisations, including RTM,
Bernama and Astro, were
present to raise questions with
the speakers and organisers of
the forum.
It must be clarified that the forum
was actually organised by Aliran

There’s also plentiful speculation
that certain corporate manoeuvres
profit ‘new cronies’ while the termination of specific projects
harmed ‘former cronies’. Given the
close links between business and
politics, different teams of business and political figures would
have jostled for position and favours ever since Mahathir
stepped down.

No

permanent

friends

Sometimes an unnamed ‘third
party’ is said to be manipulating this clash between ‘No. 1’
and ‘Ex-No. 1’. There being no
end to the creativity of
Malaysian rumour-mongers, it’s
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in collaboration with the Article
11 coalition. Almost all the media
reports gave the impression that
the forum was solely organised by
Article 11.
There was also some confusion in the media about the
speakers at this forum. Prof
Johan Saravanamuttu was the
chair of the forum. The three
panellists who spoke were
AWAM Executive Director
Honey Tan, constitutional law
professor Shad Saleem Faruqi
and HAKAM Deputy President Malik Imtiaz – but each
was only able to speak for
about five minutes instead of
the planned 15-20 minutes.
Two other speakers, Aliran President P Ramakrishnan and Kota
Bahru Member of Parliament
Datuk Zaid Ibrahim of UMNO,
were denied their right to speak.
Also cancelled was a scheduled
Q and A session. q

even said that Anwar, with his
law suits, will have to be
factored in any all-out war.
Right now there are many things
we don’t know. But if this tiff descends into an ‘open war’, UMNO
politics will head for turmoil, perhaps of the order of April 1987 or
September 1998.
By next year, we’d know the political alignments within UMNO
and the government better … unless UMNO postpones the party
election scheduled for 2007. In
any case UMNO has again
reached a point where one values
friends to the degree that they are
the enemies of enemies. q
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REGIONAL

Sounding the gong of resistance
The spirit of dissent is well and truly alive among the tribal
communities in the Cordillera region of the Philippines
by Yeoh Seng Guan
“What is the most precious thing to man? Life. If life is threatened, what ought a man do? Resist. This we must do, otherwise he is dishonoured and that is worse than death.”
-Macliing Dulag-

Cordillera Day opening ceremony

n 24 April 1980, Am
Macliing Dulag, a prominent leader of the Butbut
tribe, was ambushed
and killed by the Philippine military. Together with other tribal
leaders, he had strongly opposed
the construction of the World
Bank-funded Basin Hydroelectric
Dam on the Chico Dam by President Ferdinand Marcos.

O

Instead of extinguishing the struggle, his death instead became the
rallying point for those resisting
the Chico Dam and other projects
that threatened their ancestral domain. In 1985, because of the significant broadening of unity

amongst the indigenous
peoples of the Cordillera,
the annual gathering
commemorating
Macliing Dulag’s death
was
renamed
“Cordillera Day”. The organisation of the gathering was taken over by the
newly formed Cordillera
Peoples Alliance (CPA).

Biggest
political
gathering
Over the years, despite intimidation of the host communities by
the powers-that-be, “Cordillera
Day” has gained the reputation
for being the biggest annual political gathering of indigenous
peoples in the country. Together
with delegations of support
groups from inside and outside
the Philippines, crowds of between 3,000 to 5,000 persons are
commonplace.
In late April 2006, I was part of a
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convoy of 11 jeepneys comprising
the Baguio City delegation to this
year’s Cordillera Day. It took us
nearly 12 hours on winding
mountain roads to reach the remote village of Ag-Agama in the
Kalinga province. Many others
travelled much longer distances.
They included sectoral (miners,
farmers, transport, urban poor),
civil society (human rights,
women, migrant workers), medical, university and church groups
from the lowland provinces of
Northern and Central Luzon, and
from Mindanao. We were joined
by an additional 70 foreign delegates from countries such as Belgium, Canada, Germany, Japan,
Taiwan and the United States.
As one could imagine, hosting
such a large gathering over a few
days required much logistical
preparation. I was told that the
local villagers together with the
organisers had laboured together

Ag agama in the morning

for over two months to lay the basic infrastructure for the event.
Many of the homes of the villagers were converted into makeshift
dormitories for their guests, but
this was simply not enough. Like
many others, I opted for setting up
a tent in one of the many campsites prepared for us. Considering
that the last time I had camped
was during my secondary
schooldays decades ago, the brief
return to a rustic mode of life was
personally quite memorable.
For bathing and drinking facilities, we relied on the numerous

mountain streams that flowed
around the village. Villagers
worked in shifts around the clock
in the communal kitchen to prepare food and drinks for the constant stream of visitors. Fortunately, it was not all one-way traffic as there were duty rosters set
up for us to serve food while all of
us cleaned our own plates and
cups.

Political

killings

All the main events were held
under large canopies built over
the village basketball court. Large
colourful banners bearing solidarity messages underscored the tone
of the gathering. In keeping with
its trademark resistive stance and
in the light of the recent turn of
political events in the country,
this year’s theme had the following clarion calls:
Strengthen Inter-Tribal Unity and
People’s Resistance Against Destructive Mining and Political Repression!
Oppose Charter Charge and Oust the
Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo Regime!

Washing up using bamboo taps

Under the Ten-Point Legacy of
President Gloria MacapagalArroyo, there has been a push for

Colourful banners

large-scale mining activity in the
Cordillera and Mindanao regions.
Although the Indigenous Peoples
Rights Act of 1997 (IPRA) legislates for the requirement of the
Free, Prior and Informed Consent
(FPIC) of affected indigenous
communities for any project in
their ancestral domain, monitoring groups have noted the acquisition of FPIC through public relation gimmicks, deception and
selective
consultation
by
transnational mining corporations and their local counterparts.

“We strongly condemn the destruction of many of our villages in the Cordillera because of the greed and plunder that
the Macapagal-Arroyo government is perpetuating in the
name of ‘national interest.’ We condemn and resist the implementation of the Philippine Mining Act of 1995 that has given
up 66 per cent of the Cordillera homeland to mining corporations. We condemn the disenfranchisement of many of our
fellow indigenous peoples in the Cordillera to our land rights
because of imposed development projects by government and
corporations which displace us and kill our identity and
collectivity as a people.”
Unity Declaration of Cordillera Migrant Workers in Hong Kong,
11 December, 2005.
A call to action
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Another focus of attention for this
year’s gathering is the escalation
of militarisation, political killings
and other forms of human rights
violations against activists and
leaders of people’s movements
critical of Macapagal-Arroyo’s
policies. In particular, the fate of
three individuals was highlighted
for special mention – Romy
Sanchez of Bayan Muna, Jose
‘Pepe’ Manegdeg of the Rural
Missionaries of the Philippines,
and Albert Terredano of the Abra
Human Rights Advocates. Their
deaths were memorialised in a
moving Martyrs’ Service held on
the last night of the gathering.

Macapagal-Arroyo
administration
fo u n d ‘ g u i l t y ’
Similarly, the proposed Charter
Change (Cha-cha) from a presidential to a parliamentary form of
government engineered by
Macapagal-Arroyo was also singled out for strong criticism.
Among others, its wide-ranging
recommendations are seen as essentially providing the mechanism for curtailing civil liberties,
facilitating more foreign exploitation of the country’s natural resources and public utilities, and
strengthening the dictatorial powers of the executive.
Discussions of these concerns
and case studies of other human

Tribunal in session

rights violations in the Cordillera
unfolded in smaller caucuses and
workshops. They were then creatively presented to the general assembly through short skits and
cultural performances. Cultural
workshops were also organised
for those wanting to learn to play
Cordillerian musical instruments
like the gong (ganza) and bamboo,
or the steps of various tribal
dances.
On the second day of the gathering, a People’s Tribunal was conducted. Specific charges of human
rights violations and anti-people
policies by the present administration were cited and re-enacted
through a series of skits by a
number of affected local communities. At the end of the day, the
panel of judges comprising tribal
elders and prominent sectoral
leaders passed a “guilty” verdict
against the Macapagal-Arroyo
administration. They called for
her ouster as president of the country symbolically expressed
through a spearing of her effigy.

Vibrant

The case against President Arroyo

dance. Aptly epitomising the cohesive glue and proud independent spirit of the various
Cordilleran tribes was the frequent communal dancing that
punctuated the events. Its distinctive rhythm was dictated by 18
bronze hand-held gongs sounded
by members of the various tribal
communities that were present.

tribal

The organisers were also adept in
the use of more modern communications technology (such as
video documentaries and taped
songs) in updating those present
of the various happenings in the
Cordilleran region. But what was
most refreshingly evident was the
reliance on popular theatrical
forms (dance, skits, and banners)
in communicating vividly and
poignantly the life-threatening issues affecting the livelihood and
well-being of tribal communities
in the Cordillera region. In more
ways than one, the separation between reality and art, and between
bodies and spirits was paper thin
if not fictional. q
For more information about CPA,
refer to www.cpaphils.org

culture

Apart from the cogent political
content of the gathering, a number
of things impressed me about
Cordillera Day. I was struck by the
vibrancy of Cordillera/Igorot
tribal culture as expressed
through dressing, music and
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A war dance before the verdict

CORPORATE MEDIA

Liberal posers and
corporate
chameleons
How ‘media values’ and ‘business ethics’ are obscuring the real
issues of free speech and environmental calamity
by John Hilley

n apocryphal tale has it
that when Captain
Cook’s warships appeared off the coast of
Australia, the Aboriginals
couldn’t see what was in front of
them. Not because of impaired
vision, but because the sight itself
was so beyond their experience
their incomprehension rendered
it ‘invisible’.

A

It seems that many ‘caring liberals’ are also blind to such incon-

gruity, unable or, more often, unwilling to see the real political
menaces and corporate invasion
before them. As Western warmongers and multinationals strut the
earth, creating human misery and
environmental degradation, our
‘liberal guardians’ seem oblivious
to their own part in the process.
We are assaulted daily by government spin and corporate lies. Yet
what much of the liberal media
and ‘green lobby’ choose to see is
conditioned by their own myopic
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experience and subservience to
power. Central to this is the selfdeluding notion of the liberal vanguard.

Fear

and irrational
liberalism

Consider the rising fever over
Tehran’s ‘nuclear threat’. Reeling
from the catastrophe in Iraq, Bush
and Blair are trying to build a
more plausible pretext for advancing on Iran. As with past

apologetics over Iraq, anxious liberal columnists are now enabling
that process through their own
implication of the ‘Islamic menace’.
The Guardian’s Polly Toynbee and
Timothy Garton Ash are typical
exponents, invoking dark suspicions of the ‘mad mullahs’ (see
‘Iran: the Media Fall Into Line’
<www.medialens.org/alerts/
06060209_iran_the_media.php>).
Two days before International
Atomic Energy Agency director
Mohamed al-Baradei handed his
report on Iran to the UN, the
Guardian’s other leading columnist Jonathan Freedland added his
worried voice: ‘Did Britain and
the US point to a false threat in
Iraq, only to be left exposed when
the real menace came along, in
Iran?’ Freedland, very liberally,
acknowledges Iran’s own fear of
being encircled and attacked. Yet
Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad’s bombast against
Israel and ‘devotion to the Hidden Imam’ are, he insists, clear
signals of annihilationist intent:
‘Put it together and it forms an
alarming picture: a state galloping towards a nuclear bomb, led
by a messianist bent on destroying a nearby nation.’ (‘The problem is: Iran does pose a threat in
every way Iraq did not’, Guardian,
26 April 2006) Yet, on 31 May
2006, al-Baradei made this clear
and calm declaration: ‘Our assessment is that there is no immediate threat…We still have lots of
time to investigate…You look
around in the Middle East right
now and it’s a total mess…You
cannot add oil to that fire.’
(Reuters)
Much of the text noted here is
standard liberal fare: support for
the al-Baradei IAEA/UN monitoring process, appeals to Iranian
moderation and a Euro-sided dis-

dain for excessive US drum-beating. But the subtext is heavily
laden with fearful warnings of
‘renegade clerics’ and ‘Islamic
aspirations’, giving encouragement to the more storm-trooping
liberal hack.
Thus, for Rod Liddle, Natanz (site
of an Iranian nuclear plant) may
be an ‘agreeable little town’, but
in his callous Times article, Liddle
sacrifices any pretension to liberal
mediation with this line in casual
inhumanity: ‘It is a shame, then,
that we may soon be obliged to
bomb it to smithereens. An even
bigger shame, though, if we don’t.’
(We may have to bomb Iran <
http://www.timesonline.
co.uk/article/0,,243932157918,00.html>). No mention
here of how Tehran is actually
adhering to NPT protocols (see,
for example, ‘Iran is not breaking
the NPT, but the US/EU are’,
<http://www.davidmorrison.org.uk/>). No caveat on
Ahmadinejad’s own limited
place, vis-à-vis Khamenei, within
Iran’s power structure. No reference to Iranian public abhorrence
of nuclear confrontation. Again,
why let on-the-ground reality get
in the way of fearful liberal commentary?
The contrasting portrayal of
proven Western menaces could
not be more stark. While
Ahmadinejad is demonised as an
Islamic Dr. No, Bush and Blair are
still regarded as missionaries of
democracy in the Middle East.
The Iranian leader has received
much criticism over his Holocaust
denial and threats against Israel.
Yet, on a prime-time chat show
(Parkinson, ITV, 4 March 2006),
Blair was free to peddle his
chummy ‘God will be my judge’
line over the slaughter in Iraq
without serious media response.
Iranian rhetoric, it seems, is more
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newsworthy than evasive sermonising on a current mass crime.
The distortion of Ahmadinejad’s
‘anti-Israel’ statement is itself a
good example of selective reporting and bias by omission. As Professor Juan Cole points out, his
actual words allude to a past
Khomeini speech declaring that:
‘This regime that is occupying
Qods [Jerusalem] must be eliminated from the pages of history.’
<h t t p : / / w w w . j u a n c o l e . c o m /
2006/05/hitchens-hacker-andhitchens.html>. Read in context,
namely a defence of Palestinian
rights, Ahmadinejad’s speech,
properly translated, is very different in content and tone from that
repeated in the New York Times,
BBC and other liberal media outlets.
This selective reading pervades
the liberal media. A recent
Newsnight special on Iran (BBC, 6
March 2006) opened with this
unqualified statement by presenter Gavin Esler: ‘Iran is the
most difficult and potentially dangerous problem facing us all in
2006.’ Really? What of the US
war policy at the heart of the problem? While noting the neo-cons’
sabre-rattling, the difficulty of
Iran’s position here was, at best,
circumvented, with little acknowledgement of its energy-based reasons for nuclear enrichment, or
the alarm Tehran feels in being
surrounded by nuclear-laden US
and Israel.
In the same week (6-10 March),
Channel 4 News went out live from
Tehran, probing the nuclear dispute and some deeper seams of
Iranian politics. While highlighting Iran’s human rights abuses
and Ahmadinejad’s polemic, presenter Jon Snow also introduced
features on the West’s past oil
agenda, the 1953 CIA/MI6 in-

spired coup which toppled the
Mossadeq government, and various vignettes on the opening-up
of civil society. But, despite this
more ‘balanced’ view, the context
and tenor was still dutifully
framed as ‘the problem of Iran’
rather than ‘the problem with
Washington’.
Conspicuously absent here too
has been any discussion of Iran’s
proposed euro-based oil bourse,
a shift from dollar-traded oil,
which could destabilise an already overvalued greenback,
pushing the US economy into inflationary crisis. A significant factor behind US threats, this has
been effectively airbrushed by the
main liberal media.
While the neo-cons manoeuvre
like predatory hawks, pedantic
media liberals are insinuating
their own ‘they can’t be trusted’
message, giving sustenance to the
Bush-Blair vilification of Tehran.
Déjà vu: the rationale for attacking Iraq is now being intimated
over Iran. In turn, the once unpalatable idea of pre-emptive military
action becomes distilled reality in
the public mind.

the

All part of
same business

In another recent example of liberal bias posing as objective
journalism, Channel 4 reporter
Jonathan Rugman’s demonisation of Venezuelan president Hugo Chávez included this
tiresome stereotype of Latin
ogres in Washington’s back
yard: ‘He supplies 15 per cent
of America’s oil, yet America’s
enemies are his friends. Hugo
Chávez, in danger of joining a
rogue’s gallery of dictators and
despots – Washington’s latest
Latin nightmare.’ (Channel 4
News, 27 March 2006).

Such imbalance seems never to
have occurred to most liberal journalists. In their new book Guardians of Power, Media Lens editors
David Edwards and David
Cromwell offer powerful illustrations of such delusions and double standards, past and present.
We see, for example, how Reagan
and Clinton have been almost
consecrated as good guy interventionists rather than documented
villains, all part of the liberal media’s servility to high office. As
with past distortions over the conflicts in Kosovo, Haiti and East
Timor, voluminous examples of
current Guardian, Observer, Independent and BBC bias on Iraq, Palestine and Afghanistan suggest
that Bush and Blair will be accorded the same posterity.
Unsurprisingly, the Guardian and
other liberal reviewers have affected not to notice this timely
book.
The most serious threat to people
and planet is not the ‘mad
mullahs’ or ‘Latin nightmares’,
but corporate greed. And it is the
self-deceiving role of the liberal
media within that system which
is serving to obscure the threat. As
Edwards and Cromwell argue, the
media whitewash of Reagan’s
murderous activities in Central
America and Clinton’s genocidal
sanctions in Iraq could only happen where the media is part of the
same ‘psychopathic’ corporate
structure. (The term ‘psychopathic’ here denotes Professor Joel
Bakan’s studied diagnosis in The
Corporation of its singular propensity towards power and profit
over people and the environment.)
Thus, the actual reality of Western despotism is rarely explored.
As US Congresswoman Cynthia
McKinney recently declared,
America is now run by a ‘criminal syndicate’ dispensing politi-
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cal-corporate largesse from the
White House. Yet, while Bush
and Blair are criticised, sometimes vociferously, by liberal
hacks, their actions are routinely
framed as ‘mistaken foreign
policy’ or ‘political misadventure’, serving to disguise the real
corporate framework within
which such aggression occurs.

and

Posturing
free speech

Liberal hubris on Iran reflects similar posturing over the recent cartoon depictions of the prophet
Muhammed. Publication of the
cartoons by Denmark’s Jylland
Posten and other European papers
was, quite evidently, a right-leaning provocation intended to
ratchet up anti-Islamic sentiment
in the name of free speech. (See
Tariq Ramadan <www.tariqra
madan.com > for a balanced Islamic response.) But the furore
has turned many other commentators into born-again liberals.
Much of the liberal media do recognise the nuances of the cartoon
issue. In Britain, editors took a
generally guarded approach, upholding the ‘right to free speech’,
while counselling restraint and respect for religious views. Yet, this
tolerance is built on the cosy consensus of Britain as a resilient democracy watched over by an unfettered media. For many journalists and editors, censorship over
Islam is a core test of free expression. But, in their rush to the barricades, how likely are they to
challenge government briefings or
question their own corporate organs?
Liberal journalists appear particularly offended by the charge
of self-censorship. Yet, it is this
very illusion of media freedom
which obviates the need for self-

censorship. As Chomsky put it to
Andrew Marr in the course of their
interview: ‘I don’t say you’re selfcensoring. I’m sure you believe
everything you’re saying. But
what I’m saying is, if you believed
something different you wouldn’t
be sitting where you’re sitting.’
(Cited, Guardians of Power.)
The writer and academic Richard
Keeble notes how many British
journalists have been ‘run’ by British intelligence (see Hacks and
Spooks
<www.medialens.
org/alerts/06060303_hacks_
and_spooks.php >). The dissemination of media falsehoods and
smears has been a developing
specialism of MI5 and MI6 since
the Second World War. The BBC
has also long used MI5 vetting
officers to block ‘subversive’ applicants. However, as the compliant use of ‘sourced’ briefings on
Iraqi WMD has shown, most
‘schooled journalists’ require little prompting to repeat such
disinformation.
Any more critical output is filtered
as safe liberal context. Note how
the recent pictures of British brutality against civilians in Iraq –
many BBC reports still use the
word ‘alleged’ here – have been
reported as another case of ‘bad
apples’. There has been nominal
copy on the shame of such acts.
But you will search in vain for any
editorial admission that Britain is
itself engaged in a shameful occupation or party to a systemic
campaign of violence.
The conceit of press freedom is
part of a liberal idealisation of
Western values, even where those
values have been tarnished by
acts of Western aggression. And
with this comes a ‘clash of civilisations’ agenda now turning
more aggressively to ‘tough liberal’ warnings of Islam as a totali-

tarian monolith. Israel, Russia,
China, India and even (USbacked) Pakistan are now accepted members of the Westernled nuclear club. But, the idea of
Iran playing the same game of international deterrence cannot be
tolerated. In short, the ‘Muslim
bomb’ lurks as an ominous terror
in the liberal mind. As responses
to the cartoon issue also suggest,
‘pre-empting Islam’ is the new liberal reality. Yet, as the war for oil
has shown, the real problem is not
the threat to liberal freedom, but
the expansion of corporate freedom.

From

whitewash
greenwash

to

Like the spectacle of Cook’s warships, the mass public appear
largely oblivious to corporate sovereignty and the dearth of liberal
responses to it. I was struck by
this thought recently on passing
a giant electronic billboard erected
across from some poor flats, the
occupants, presumably, having
received no consultation on the
matter. But, besides the obvious
selectivity of such sitings, there’s
the more basic issue of how we
have come to accept such corporate occupation; how, again, we
fail to notice this gross incursion
before our eyes.
Hegemony depends on the passive acceptance of dominant ‘realities’. Many of these we absorb as common sense truths,
such as the idea that economic
growth is inherently good. Conversely, the notion that economic
development could be based on
measurements of social happiness, rather than wasteful output, is dismissed as somehow
unreal. Environmental concerns are, likewise, made ‘comfortably real’ through liberal
posing and corporate deception.
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I came across a neat example of
this recently at the Eden Project in
Cornwall, England. Within the
grounds of this grand bubbledomed experiment in ethical
biodiversity stands the WEEE
Man (denoting the European directive on Waste from Electrical
and Electronic Equipment), a giant robot-like figure assembled
from all the discarded electrical
hardware we accumulate in the
course of daily life. A laudable set
of diagrams below charts the cost
of this indulgence – part of our
‘eco footprint’. Alongside, and
without a hint of irony, sits the
logo of the work’s proud sponsor:
Canon, the electronic multinational.
This and Canon’s other collaboration with the Eden directors illustrates how big corporate
brands gain entry into the liberal
green lobby, using their ‘commitment’ to renewables and clean
energy to insulate them from real
environmental culpability. Like
the Guardian and other liberal-corporate media which elicit glossy
advertising of gas-guzzling cars
and cheap flights (or ‘the fossilfuelled Guardian’ , as Guardians of
Power put it), the organisers here
seem blind to the role corporations
play in encouraging the mass consumption that drives all this
unsustainability.
Heavily patronised by business
leaders, many liberal pressure
groups and NGOs are also being
seduced by ‘charity conscious’
corporate PR. Likewise, rock
star/campaigner Bono’s much
publicised ‘deal’ with Motorola,
giving a small percentage of their
charity ‘red phone’ profits to AIDS
victims, invites questions not only
about corporate motives, but about
liberal understandings of power.
Such engagement does not always
involve direct product placement

or open endorsements. But it does
create a respectable facade for corporate activity, serving to entrench popular notions of corporate altruism. From Virgin boss
Richard Branson’s patronage of
‘Make Poverty History’ to
Microsoft mogul Bill Gates’s philanthropic foundation, ‘new ethic’
business culture pervades the
world of charity and liberal activism. Indeed, staffed by small armies of executive directors, financial strategists, marketing specialists and PR advisers, many campaign groups, for all their good
work, have taken on all the career
functions and appearance of corporate outfits.
Under the banner of ‘ethical sponsorship’, much of the environmental lobby are welcoming corporate
brands into ‘educational partnerships’, reproducing their company policies and facilitating their
access into schools and colleges.
For example, under the heading
‘Companies we work with’, the
World Wildlife Fund’s website
announces that: ‘Toyota’s electric/petrol hybrid car, the Prius is
sponsoring WWF’s online education tool for teachers…The sponsorship provides an opportunity
for Toyota to engage in school activities, contributing information
regarding its policies and practices in relation to sustainability.’
Among other multinationals
which WWF give collaborative
plaudits to are Vodafone,
Unilever, American Express,
Canon and HSBC.
Complementing this is passive
reporting of ‘ethical’ corporate
acts, such as oil giant Shell’s
grand announcement of $1 billion
of new investment in alternative
energies – more likely motivated
by imminent oil depletions, attempts to soften their repressive
activities in the Niger Delta and

embarrassment over their recent
(record) $23 billion profits. The
entry of supermarket multinationals into Fairtrade products is another cynical posture on ‘green
business’, approved, again, by
short-sighted media liberals.
While proclaiming their varying
eco bona fides, many environmental editors and NGOs are avoiding the fundamental reality here:
that the corporate system itself is
antithetical to human and ecological survival.

Corporate
sovereignty
The next time you pass a giant billboard in a public space, stop and
think how innocuous it should really seem. And, while pondering
that thought, consider just how
much liberal accommodations
play in preserving that corporatefriendly ‘reality’. Internalisation
of that worldview is realised
through a whole range of filters,
from moderated reportage and
‘green advertising’ to the market
conformity we learn through
schools and universities, a process of ‘get real’ indoctrination encouraging us to embrace the ‘actuality’ of corporate life. In this
sense, notes Chomsky (in Manufacturing Consent), ‘education is a
system of imposed ignorance.’
We are now, as a species and
planet, at an alarming impasse.
Real human freedoms and environmental life are being supplanted by warring politicians
and profit-obsessed corporations.
Carbon emissions are melting the
glaciers, eco vandalism on an
epic scale. In Gaia theorist James
Lovelock’s view, we may even be
beyond the point of no return.
All this is being reported, to varying degrees, by the liberal media.
Liberals do care about free speech
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and events in the Middle East.
Liberals are concerned about environmental decline. Liberal
Guardian readers form part of that
able, often militant, middle class
at the forefront of localised campaigns over roads, recycling and
toxic factories.
But they are also caught up in the
profit-driven world of careerbuilding, consumer status and
the demands of the corporate media itself. Indeed, one’s occupational field, public or private, is
not particularly relevant here.
The limitations of one’s political
and environmental vision are often determined by the immediacy
of one’s economic and personal
well-being. We are all subject to
the same survivalist pressures,
the same injunction to be ‘realistic’.
When will the liberal media and
eco bodies claiming to articulate
these concerns wake up to the reality of raw corporate power?
When will they begin to challenge
the corporate entryism being used
to disguise environmental responsibility? That much of the population appear unable to see the
connection between corporatedriven warfare, untenable consumption and global warming
with any clarity should, one
would think, make those along
the liberal watchtowers more alert
to the approaching dangers. It
seems, however, that they are not
only blind to such threats but,
mired in self-delusion, helping to
intensify them. q

Glasgow-based John Hilley
is the author of Malaysia:
Mahathirism and the
New Opposition (London:2001)

MEDIA

Takut-takut
shadows
the

syndrome
newsroom

Critical analyses of fundamental issues like environmental
degradation, unsustainable urban development and poverty are
prominent by their absence.
by Eric Loo
o-kiddin’, I mused when
I read that Malaysian establishment newspapers
were spiking our former
PM’s criticisms of the current administration. I was then flying
back to Sydney on 24 May after a
week of meeting with veteran journalists in Mumbai and Delhi to
gather materials for a book ‘Best
(& bad) practices of Asian journalism’. Dr Mahathir now vents his
angst via the net — Malaysiakini
no less – which pre-2003 would
have been mistaken for a bold First
of April media spoof.

‘N

Back at work clearing a backlog
of spams, I came across an email
that alluded to an article on the
Aliran website (22 April) headlined ‘The article the NST spiked’,
with the subheading ‘The
invisibles and social injustice’.
‘ Sudah biasalah’ (Nothing unusual), I thought. But, the irony was
NST spiked what it had actually
commissioned a media academic
to write to launch a media-watch
column. Read the spiked article
in the Aliran website, and you’d
find few faults in its contents, purpose or narrative style. Censorship can be taken to ridiculous

extremes, indicative of how the
media-government nexus is as entrenched as it was during Dr
Mahathir’s time. Media discourse
is framed more by its ‘service of
power’ than service for the rakyat.
I’m tempted to say to Dr M, ‘There
you are, a taste of your own medicine’.
As of 6 June, about two weeks after Mahathir’s angst was first published in Malaysiakini, the mainstream papers relented with frontpage coverage of Mahathir’s spiel
on the current administration.
This sub-text, however, was not
of a dignified statesman questioning the government’s direction,
but of a disgruntled oldie with
‘post-traumatic prime ministerial
syndrome’. An NST columnist
even suggested that Dr M should
zip up and, like any retired leader,
should either ‘lead, follow or step
aside’. This ‘please fade to the
background’ angle is a complete
turn-of-face from the excessive
adulation lavished by veteran
journalists on the eve of
Mahathir’s retirement on 30 Oct
2003, when some confessed that
they were ‘takut-takut’ (afraid) of
asking the hard questions out of
respect and awe for the former PM.
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The

art

of

censorship

The partnership-in-nation-building ideology and sway-withwhoever’s-running-the-country
work mode has practically defined the daily straight reportage
of politically and socially correct
news. The media dictum is somewhat akin to “If you’re not with
us - and whoever is our political
master - then you’re against us”.
This has made those just entering
the profession wary of stepping
over the line of editorial acceptability. Dark are the hours of
Malaysian journalism.
The Malaysian news formula
works on two forms of censorship:
salient self-censorship, in which
texts deemed offensive to public
taste and morals as defined by the
State for the media are omitted;
and proscribed censorship, in
which discourse – even that of a
former PM – that conflicts with
the State’s line of thinking is carefully spiked somewhere in the
news production chain.
Thus, what one reads in the papers is a daily diet of general business news, community briefs, social trivia, and the inevitably dry,

uninspiring protocol news. Critical analyses of fundamental issues like environmental degradation, unsustainable urban development, poverty, race relations,
urban crimes, public corruption,
class discrimination or migrant
labour are prominent by their absence. The list of ‘what ought to
be reported but is not’ is too long
to cite here.
What’s the insidious threat to a
free ethical press in the Malaysian
context? No, it does not stem so
much from punitive media laws
as is commonly thought. The real
threat stems from a learned sensitivity by rank-and-file reporters of
the boundaries of political correctness in the newsroom, the professional safety, and rewards, that
come with reporting for the corridors of power. Getting down to
the grit of uncovering stories that
matter to the rakyat is a tough call.
This is due not to the lack of talents as to the lack of will. We
have our small share of journalists who have done time and at
great personal costs for telling
their stories as they saw it. Search
the Reporters san Frontieres website,
among others, and you’ll read of
our homegrown dissident journalists.
With the lack of veteran role models in the profession, have the
rakyat lost faith in the younger
generation of Malaysian journalists doing the right thing? I suppose the fundamental question is
what drives our journalists? With
our history of compliant journalism, stoked by the habitual ‘service of power’, the answer is elusive. Meanwhile, I draw some inspiration from my conversation
with P. Sainath, rural affairs editor at The Hindu in Mumbai on 21

May. Sainath is also author of
‘ Everybody loves a good drought –
Stories from India’s poorest districts’
(Penguin Books, India, 1996). His
work in covering the poor of India has won numerous awards
including the European Commission’s journalism award, the
Lorenzo Natali prize.
‘What drives you and your journalism?’ I asked.
‘The Indian journalistic tradition,’
Sainath said., which was born of
a nation’s struggle against imperialism, colonial rule, inequality
and injustice. Unlike, say, in the
UK where the media first came up
as purveyors of commercial intelligence (for example, Reuters) or
acted as soothsayers and salesmen to the project of Empire, the
Indian Press was the child of our
freedom struggle. Almost every
national level leader involved in
it was a journalist one way or the
other.
‘The Indian tradition did not come
with the baggage of a false neutrality that simply served the status quo. It came into being by questioning, challenging, exposing, investigating the human condition
and asking why the poor, exploited and oppressed were exploited and oppressed. People
came to journalism because it offered them this unique opportunity to connect with their society.’
‘Most senior members of my extended family were part of the freedom struggle. Journalism and the
two go together, or did. It was almost natural to go into journalism.’
‘What’s important or unimportant in your work?’
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‘I believe journalism is for people,
not shareholders. For communities,
not corporations,’ Sainath replied.
‘Also important: democracy and
diversity - both of which are threatened by growing corporate control
which has use for neither.’
‘Equally important in a negative
sense, rather than “unimportant”
is the fundamental feature of the
media of our times: the growing
disconnect between mass media
on the one hand and mass reality
on the other.’
As a timely reminder, Sainath alluded to the fact that great journalists he knew of were those who
had been dissidents — Thomas
Paine, Mahatma Gandhi, Dr B R
Ambedkar (1881-1956), an Indian
leader from the dalit caste, or the
‘untouchables’. (see http://
www.ambedkar.org/)
‘How many establishment hacks
would figure on your list? The establishment hacks are best remembered as high priests or soothsayers. Who remembers those who
railed against Paine? Who can recall the names of the editors of the
pro-colonial stream of the press
who ... ranted against Gandhi?’
We have our small share of journalists who have done time and
at great personal costs for telling
their stories as they saw it. Search
the Reporters san Frontieres website,
among others, and you’ll read of
our homegrown dissident journalists. q
Dr Eric Loo, a former Malaysian journalist, teaches at
the School of Journalism at
the University of Wollongong in Australia.

PRIVATISATION

Please, Mr Postman, look and see ...
Utter inefficiency of postal services prompts
one Malaysian to write to Minister Lim Keng Yaik

Dear Dato Seri,
At the outset, let me apologise for
bringing to your attention my
plight and the plight of our fellow
residents in Taman Koperasi
Cuepacs and the adjacent Tamans
concerning the lackadaisical attitude and the gross inefficiency of
Pos Malaysia Berhad, which borders on criminal abuse and negligence of the mail entrusted to the
company for delivery.
On 28 March 2006, Koperasi
Jaffnese Berhad, a registered cooperative society founded in the
year 1924, handed a bulk post at
the GPO Kuala Lumpur a total of
5,010 covers containing the notices, the agenda and the annual
report to its members for the Cooperative’s Annual General Meeting to be held on 16 April 2006,
properly addressed in A4-size,
envelopes, duly sealed and paid
at the rate of RM2 each, as attested
by Rt No. 73.2271 dated 28 March
2006 for RM10,020.

Disappointment
and
disgust
To our utter disappointment and
disgust the mail had not been delivered to the members of the Cooperative in our area and in particular to the 132 members living
in the area bearing the postcode
43200. This figure of 132 is ascer-

tained by contacting the members
concerned. How many more
members at large in the country
have not received the mail is anybody’s guess.
I made a report by telephone and
sent by facsimile transmission a
letter to the State Manager, Pejabat
Pos Negeri, 40670 Shah Alam for
which there has been no reply to
date. The Co-operative’s Headquarters, in a desperate attempt,
communicated with Pos Serahan
Negeri in Plaza Kasturi, Batu 11,
Cheras and furnished by hand
delivery the names and addresses
of members residing in areas covered by Pos Code 43200 as requested by the Pejabat Pos
Serahan Negeri only to be told by
the officer-in-charge that he had
not sighted the mail and the
whereabouts of the mails were
unknown. There has been no formal reply to this letter until now.
The Annual Report alone cost our
Co-operative RM4 each and the
postage paid was RM2 each. A
total of RM10,020 was paid in
postage — never mind the cost of
the effort involved in its preparation.
The non-delivery of the mail resulted in the following:members being disgusted and
dissatisfied with the services of the
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Wiknes

Co-operative through no fault of
its own;
members being deprived of vital
information such as the audited
statement of accounts and the
present position of the investments involving millions of
ringgit of the society’s fund; and
more importantly, members being
deprived of the opportunity to
participate in seeking clarification
and adopting the relevant resolutions. The process of democratic
participation of the members in
electing the delegates and mandating them with policies and
guidelines to attend the Annual
Delegates Conference, the august
body with supreme authority for
the Co-operative to make policy
decisions and elect members of the

Board of Management, was also
thwarted.
I have made several appeals to
your predecessor who had jurisdiction over Pos Malaysia Berhad,
Dato Amar Leo Moggie, and several assurances were given. One
such assurance was given in writing by those responsible outlining
several measures undertaken to
ensure satisfactory delivery of
mails (see attached).
Subsequently, there was some
improvement in the mail delivery.
This only lasted for a short while
and the officer who signed the letter has since retired. With the remaining old faithfuls retiring, the
service is bound to deteriorate further. The mail delivery system
began to deteriorate day by day
and is becoming increasingly intolerable.

The good ol’days ...
In the good old days, our postmen,
who went about their work on bicycles, used to deliver mail daily,
and during peak periods and festive seasons such as Hari Raya,
Chinese New Year and Christmas, they used to deliver greeting
cards twice daily. Rain or shine,
they carried out their duty diligently, consciously and faithfully.
Even when it rained cats and
dogs, they came to our houses
wearing raincoats, dripping wet,
to deliver the mail. Those days
the only complaint we heard was
from the President of the Postal
Uniformed Staff Union, the late
Bro. Ganapathy, who warned that
mail would not be delivered if the
fierce dogs kept in houses were
not muzzled.
Now after the privatisation of the

postal services, we see
the postmen wearing
smart uniforms and
navy-style caps riding on
motorbikes. We only get
to see them occasionally
and never when it rains
and sometimes for weeks
on end. This explains the nondelivery and bulk delivery of
mails post-marked on different
dates over a lengthy period of time
being delivered in bulk to our
houses.
We were told in answer to protests
by trade unions that privatisation
would bring improved productivity and efficiency of service. On
the contrary, we now realise the
converse is true. Government
workers opting for the privatised
services were paid more wages
and increased bonuses and perks
for doing the same work which
they performed well while in His
Majesty’s Government Service. In
effect we are paying heavily and
buying inefficiency. What an
irony!

Dumped
in
a
cemetery
In order to bring back efficiency, I
suggest that private postal services be licensed and encouraged.
In this way, we may get better service from Pos Malaysia because
they have to compete for survival.
The absolute monopoly given to
Pos Malaysia, I believe, is a contributory factor for inefficiency
because of the inherent attitude in
a monopoly: “I am the monarch
of all I survey, my right there is
none to dispute’.
We have read in the newspapers
about thousands of letters being
dumped in a cemetary. Sacks and
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sacks of letters meant for delivery
kept in the house of Pos Malaysia
personnel, perhaps for delivery to
paper recycling mills. There had
even been reports in the press
about piles and piles of Annual
Reports of Companies and other
organisations delivered to a paper recycling factory in Cheras.
Recently it was reported that two
workers who went into the jungle
looking for nipah palm found two
sacks of letters and informed the
police. Reports such as these surface periodically and no one in
authority has refuted any of these
reports in the press.
A member, attending the area
meeting of our co-operative said
he received a letter six months after it had been posted in a local
post office. Another member interjected saying you are lucky it
was not thrown into the Klang
River. How many of our letters
are thrown into the rivers we will
not know because once thrown
into the river the ultimate destination is the sea. What has become of our Annual Reports is
anybody’s guess. Pos Malaysia
has become a laughing stock.

Act

fast

Pos Malaysia Berhad, which
rakes in millions of ringgit in
profit, MUST perform and perform
efficiently. Those responsible for
the dastardly acts of destroying
mail meant for delivery should be
punished and those at the helm

of the service should either be disciplined or retired.
Please forgive me for being lengthy. I do this because it is
difficult for people in well-placed
positions to realise the need for an
efficient postal service with integrity, as they have access to e-mail,
fax and personal delivery services
in addition to all the latest IT inventions. The postal service is the
only affordable means of communication for the great majority of
rakyat, though it is now expensive
after privatisation.
In conclusion, I must say that as a
retired government worker, I am
fully conscious of the burden of

Po s
sudden

duty of a Minister and I
wish to apologise once
again for having to
write to you directly on
this matter. I have no
alternative but to turn to you in
the face of the adamant tidak-apa
attitude of Pos Malaysia, which
is absolutely insensitive to the
numerous complaints not only
from the public made both in writing and verbally, but also to the
many letters to the editors published in our dailies.
Thanking you and hoping that
you would act and act fast enough
to remedy the situation by taking
appropriate measures to emancipate the rakyat from this torturous
plight and to right the wrongs.

Malaysia’s
privatisation

n late May 2001, the government’s postal service, Pos Malaysia was
sold to PhileoAllied.
There was no prior disclosure by
the government of its intention to
privatise the profitable Pos Malaysia or to secure a backdoor listing
for it by injecting it into
PhileoAllied. In fact, Pos Malaysia could have secured a public
listing on its own merits, but its
board of directors had reportedly
decided not to list the company
this year because of poor market
conditions.

I

PhileoAllied is to pay the government 800 million ringgit for Pos
Malaysia—550 million ringgit in
cash, and the balance through a
five-year, 5% convertible loan from
the government. The government

can convert its loan into equity,
so it has the option of becoming a
major shareholder in PhileoAllied
at any time over the five years.
Since Pos Malaysia was privatised while Daim was on leave,
the decision to transfer control to
PhileoAllied is unlikely to have
been his.
These
issues
involving
PhileoAllied, the bank-consolidation exercise and the privatisation
of Pos Malaysia raise many questions about corporate and public
governance in Malaysia. Why
was PhileoAllied Bank sold to
Maybank, which was reportedly
not keen on this merger, when it
could have been merged with one
of the other nine smaller anchor
banks? What, indeed, were the criteria for determining the anchor
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N S Wigneswaran
c.c. Prime Minister
Deputy Prime Minister
p.s. I have reasons to doubt that my
previous correspondences on the subject copied to your goodselves have
been brought to your attention. I am
sending this letter by hand delivery
as Pos Malaysia Berhad is unreliable.
To all concerned citizens,
Please forward any grievances you
have relating to the delivery of postal
mail to the signatory of this letter to
enable collective representation.
Contact No: 016-2763597 (h/p)
03-90759255 (home)

banks and their merger partners?
Why did the Securities Commission impose conditions on
PhileoAllied but not on Naluri
when both firms received huge
sums of government money from
the sale of assets?
Why was Pos Malaysia sold,
without notice, to a company
that is ultimately controlled by
a person who bought out the
firms owned by Mokhzani? Were
these corporate manoeuvrings
linked to an apparent souring of
the relationship between Daim
and Mokhzani? Interestingly,
the
differences
between
Mahathir and Anwar were due
to the latter’s opposition to a
proposed government acquisition of the assets of a debt-ridden company owned by
Mahathir’s eldest son, Mirzan
Mahathir. – Edmund Terence
Gomez, Extract from Far Eastern
Economic Review, 5 July 2001. q

with the reporter.

Letters must not exceed 250
words and must include the
writer's name and address.
Pseudonyms may be used. Send
letters or emails to Editor (see
page 3 for address details).
Views expressed need not reflect
those of Aliran. If e-mailing,
include message in the e-mail
body itself.

S M Idris, CAP,
SAM not involved
Martin Jalleh’s malicious allegation in Aliran Monthly: Vol. 26(4)
that Mr S M Mohd. Idris, the president of the Consumers’ Association of Penang (CAP) and Sahabat
Alam Malaysia (SAM), gave his
support to ‘Mohd. Azmi’s stance’
is a blatant lie.
I was the one who was contacted
by a reporter, Ms. Regina
Williams, from theSun for Mr
Idris’s comments on the demonstration in front of Cititel Hotel in
Penang on 15 May protesting
against a forum organised by Article 11.
Having consulted him, I told the
reporter that he did not wish to
make any comment and would
leave it to the police to investigate
the incident. I also told her that
Azmi’s involvement in the protest
did not reflect CAP’s or SAM’s
stand on the matter. theSun on 19
May carried my conversation

Therefore to insinuate the involvement of Mr Idris, CAP and SAM in
the protest demonstration is dishonest and mischievous. Further,
to accuse them of condoning and
promoting ‘narrow-mindedness,
intolerance, and bigotry under the
guise of the consumer and environmental movement’ is patently false,
the work of a perverted and prejudiced mind.
Uma Ramaswamy Iyer
Secretary to
Mr S M Mohamed Idris

Muslims
to

not averse
dialogue

By labelling the recent protest
against the Article11 forum in
Penang as ‘mob rule’ and accusing me of ‘ignorance, prejudice
and dishonesty’ (Aliran Monthly:
Vol. 26(4) ), Martin Jalleh has conveniently ignored the object of the
Article 11 road show, which was
the reason for the protest.
The object of the road show is to
bring the Shariah courts under the
control and supervision of the
secular civil courts, a position that
existed from the British colonial
period until the amendment of the
Federal Constitution in 1988.
It is to put pressure on the Federal
Court to interpret the Constitution
in a way to negate the 1988
amendment and lower the status
of the Shariah courts. The Federal
Court will soon be hearing the
appeal by the murtad Lina Joy.
Article11, in its petition, accuses
our judges of abdicating their review powers ‘largely due to an illconceived amendment to the Constitution in 1988’ and calls on
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them ‘to uphold the Federal Constitution’.
The road show is a clever way of
trying to influence the judiciary.
These secular crusaders want the
Federal Court to declare that our
secular courts can hear apostasy
cases involving Muslims and
cases involving non-Muslims reverting to Islam, which are now
within the exclusive jurisdiction
of the Shariah Courts.
Therefore, the forum was not
‘meant to discuss ways of protecting the constitution’, as Martin
Jalleh claims, but to subvert it. It
is to oppose the Shariah on such
matters. Hiding behind the call for
the supremacy of the Constitution
to relegate the status of the
Shariah Courts cannot fool the
Muslims. Thus, who is guilty of
‘prejudice and dishonesty’?
The petition states that judges
have declined to adjudicate on
pressing issues simply because
they involved some elements of
Islamic law, leaving litigants without remedy. This is in reference to
the reversion cases of Moorthy,
Shamala, and the apostasy cases
of Lina Joy and others. In the apostasy cases, it cannot be said that
apostates have no remedy. They
can always apply to the Shariah
Courts.
The reversion cases raise issues
concerning the genuineness of a
person reverting to Islam, burial
rights, custody of children and
property rights of non- Muslim
next of kin.
Under the Federal Constitution,
the Shariah courts have no jurisdiction over non-Muslims. As a
result of the 1988 amendment to

the Constitution, the High Courts
have no jurisdiction in respect of
any matter within the jurisdiction
of the Shariah courts.
Therefore, when a matter within
the jurisdiction of the Shariah
courts involves the interest or
rights of a non-Muslim, there appears to be no avenue for him/her
to obtain relief by participating in
the judicial process as a party.
This is certainly unacceptable and
must be rectified by creating
mechanisms where a non-Muslim
party can appear and present
his/ her case for adjudication.
There have been several suggestions in the media to resolve this
problem and I understand the Attorney General’s Chambers is
studying it.
If Article 11 is genuinely concerned about non-Muslims having access to the courts in reversion cases, it could have put forward proposals to the AG, acceptable to both Muslims and nonMuslims. Going on a road show
to put pressure on Parliament and
the judiciary to downgrade the
Shariah courts is foolish, dangerous and counterproductive. Pitting secular law against the
Shariah will only inflame the feelings of Muslims.
Muslims are not averse to dialogue with non-Muslims concerning Shariah and the problems in
a multi-religious society. The recent call for dialogue by PAS, JIM,
ABIM and Perak Mufti Datuk Seri
Harussani Zakaria is a move in
the right direction. I am glad that
Suaram and Hakam have welcomed this initiative.
Mohd Azmi Abdul Hamid
Merbok

Mobs,

motives

&

minds

There are basically two main issues surrounding the disrupted
Article11-Aliran
forum
in
Penang. The first is the mob and
the second concerns the Mohd
Azmi’s interpretation of Article
11’s intentions to hold roadshows – in order to justify the actions of the mob.
We see these two issues very
clearly in Mohd Azmi’s letter to
Malaysiakini. In the first paragraph, he says I have “labelled the
recent protest against the Article
11 forum in Penang as ‘mob
rule’”.
He then goes on to say I have, in
my article, “conveniently ignored
the object of the Article 11 road
show, which was the reason for
the protest”. The rest of his letter
consists of his interpretation of the
intentions of Article 11, i.e., the
justification for the mob disrupting the forum.
Honesty requires Mohd Azmi to
admit that (a) the demonstration
was not a mere “peaceful protest”
as he and his ilk have tried very
desperately to portray and (b) he
was involved in the mob.
On all counts and from all accounts – the papers, participants
and even police – it was a mob. If
it was not a mob, would the police have “advised” that the forum
come to an abrupt end?
The newspapers described them
as an organised mob which “unlawfully impose their will on others” and which used “intimidatory tactics”. It was “mob behaviour which must not be tolerated
in any civilised society”.
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The second truth is that whilst it
is uncertain as to whether Mohd
Azmi had engineered or instigated the mob, it is clear that he
was “involved” in it. He had told
Malaysiakini quite explicitly that
he had gone to the forum site to
“put an end to the discussion”.
Since then he has never stopped
justifying the mob action.
The thrust of my article was to
point out that (a) there must be no
place for mob rule in Malaysia
and (b) nothing can justify mob
behaviour. Even if Mohd Azmi is
right about what he feels are the
“ulterior motives” of Article 11, he
was wrong in resorting to or supporting mob behaviour.
May I reiterate, Mohd Azmi and
his like-minded had every right to
demonstrate outside the forum
site. They had the right to cast aspersions on the motives of Article
11 in holding their road-shows.
But they were wrong in acting as
a mob and in disrupting the forum and thereby trampling on the
rights of the participants.
Like any civil group in a democratic society, Article 11 has the
right to organise, conscientise,
send a petition to the government
(if that is their real intention of
having road show) and, yes, even
pressure the judiciary and parliament – Mohd Azmi’s lastest interpretation of Article 11’s roadshow motives. (I did not know the
judiciary could be pressured.)
And Mohd Azmi and his likeminded friends have the right to
do the same.
Surely Mohd Azmi is very familiar with the democratic process.
The two organisations in which
he plays a very significant role –

CAP and SAM – utilise the above
democratic tools/avenues in their
campaigns and lobbying.
I really wonder how would Mohd
Azmi feel if a group that strongly
disagrees with the organisations
he works for were to send in a mob
to disrupt one of their forums. I
wonder too whether his boss
would remain quiet.
Secondly, contrary to what he
says, I had not ignored his interpretation of the motives of Article
11 holding their road-shows. I had
highlighted his accusation that
“the petition (by Article 11) is being done under the guise of constitutional rights…” and that Article 11 was “just playing around
with issues of apostasy and conversion by using constitutional arguments”.
I had gone on to suggest that “he
should have attended the forum
to “expose” their supposed guise.
There was ample opportunity for
public feedback as two hours was
allotted for Q and A.”
Mohd Azmi and his ilk consider
it their duty to dominate, dictate
and decide on what non-Muslims (and other Muslims) can
and cannot discuss and do.
They impose their views on us.
They even try to intimidate us
with a mob. They insult our intelligence. It is indeed difficult
for me to believe that he and his
like-minded friends are sincerely interested in dialogue.
And I hope and pray that I will
be proven wrong.
As for the “emotional diatribe”
levelled at me by Uma
Ramaswamy Iyer, I can fully understand the predicament suffered

by the dutiful secretary of S M
Mohd Idris.

exonerate us from the wrongs or
mistakes we make in the present.

Many people who spoke to me had
expressed that they were shocked
and deeply saddened by what
they perceived to be the lackadaisical and lame “no comment” response of S M Mohd Idris.

Martin Jalleh

They fail to understand why a
man who for most of his life has
been encouraging Malaysians to
speak out, had chosen to be silent
on such a grave matter. It is puzzling indeed that a man who has
dared to comment on any issue
affecting Malaysian life should in
this instance just dish out a very
safe “no comment”.
For a man who has organised
many forms of dialogues and discussions, why would he refuse to
comment on the participation of a
senior member of his staff in a
mob to disrupt a legally held forum? This unfortunately sends a
wrong signal and raises certain
questions.
Very logically, I was therefore
forced to ask (albeit with my
“prejudiced and perverse mind”)
in my article: “Is narrowmindedness, intolerance and bigotry being condoned and even
promoted under the guise of the
consumer and environmental
movement?”
Many Malaysians hold SM Mohd
Idris in high regard. Based on his
years of dedication, they see in
him an honourable and religious
man. But our present actions
should be consistent at all times
with our past actions, which have
rightly earned us the praise and
honour shown to us. Our past
laurels do not somehow excuse or
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Take action against
organisers
and
instigators
I would suggest that the organisers of the `Anti Inter-Faith Commission Body’ who protested
against the legitimate `Federal
Constitution: Protection for All’
forum held in Penang recently
should be arrested and charged
for disturbing and threatening
public security and peace. Instigators should also be identified
just as it is done with all other illegal protests.
I am puzzled why the police advised a legitimate forum to be terminated instead of taking action
on the protestors? If the police did
not take action on this group then
it can be misconstrued as being
biased, emasculated, or being
awed by the show of force of some
500 protestors.
Moreover, if decisive action is not
taken against these people, it is
likely that such incidents will repeat itself. The protest just reflects
that this mob knows nothing and
appreciates nothing about discussions in a civil manner. It just
reflects sadly on their mentality. I
support a repeat of this forum and
this time better ensure that it is uninterrupted. Minorities’ rights
should also be respected.
Citizen
Penang
Editor's note:
Correspondence about the disruption
of the forum is now closed.

For the good of
all citizens
Parliament is the highest forum
to promote the best interests of the
nation and the parliamentarians
should be looking to the needs of
all constituents including those
who voted for the other guy.
It would be salutary to be reminded that the correct and
complete title of DAP and its ilk,
in the august chambers, is “His
Majesty’s Loyal Opposition”.
While there will always be partisanship in the proceedings,
ultimately parliament stands for
the good of all citizens.
Good and right exist on both
sides of the political divide and
the view that an opposition motion is unworthy of support irrespective of its validity, raises
questions about the PM’s grasp
of the Westminster model of parliamentary democracy.

up as they grow old. Silver
haired or balding juveniles have
no place in parliament and
much less are able to raise the
standard of parliamentary deliberations.
RJ Noel
Kuching

A wo m a n ’ s b o d y,
her rights
must be respected
Rape is rape. Those accused
should go to prison (if found
guilty). The death penalty is too
quick. They may come out
changed men after 20 years in
jail. The victim must receive financial compensation. More
civil rights should be given to
the woman. There must be more
protection against rape including a fairer legal system with
woman judges/senior police officers.
Keith Martin

The Backbencher’s Club obviously recognises the need and
the right to vote with their conscience on issues affecting the
nation’s well being. Syabas to
YB Shahrir Ahmad for his bold
stand.
Does the BN whip think that
conscience and brain must be set
to “sleep mode” after you win
elections on a BN ticket? Thereafter all thinking will be set on
autopilot (read: the party boss
decides).
Will we ever have parliamentarians with the strength of conviction irrespective of the BN’s political agenda?
Malaysia needs YBs who grow

Dewan

Bandaraya
must be
accountable

When I was served with a late
payment Cukai Taksiran Bill
dated 13 March 2006 by Dewan
Bandaraya Kuala Lumpur, I
faxed a copy of the earlier Cukai
Taksiran Bill which acknowledged the receipt of payment
and a copy of my HSBC cheque
dated 29 January 2006 as evidence of payment. These were
addressed to Puan Ruzellah of
DBKL. The cheque made payable to “Bendahari Bandaraya”
was cleared.
Subsequently I contacted DBKL
but Puan Ruzellah was at a
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meeting. A Malay gentleman
who answered my call, confirmed that my faxed documents
had been received. To my surprise, he told me to pay my Cukai
Taksiran again even though I
had settled this in January. According to him, my earlier payment probably ended up in
someone’s account. He told me
that this was a small matter and
that I should make another payment even though I had settled
my bill earlier.
This is not a small matter. The
amount involved was RM432
and the issue concerns efficiency and accountability on the
part of DBKL.
Wong Chee Choong
Kuala Lumpur

Are we practising
double
standards
here?
Many opinions have been expressed about the formation of
the independent police commission.
Many bodies, including the Bar
Council, have launched a signature drive to gather support for
the formation of such a body as
they feel that the police themselves will not be able to ‘police’
themselves.
While I fully support such an
idea, isn’t it a bit ironic that the
Bar Council is asking for an independent body to investigate
complaints against the police
but any complaints against lawyers are actually scrutinised by
lawyers themselves?
RV

Peaceful
brutal

protest,
response

Aliran condemns the brutal treatment meted out by the police
against demonstrators protesting
against electricity tariff and petrol price hikes in the vicinity of
the KLCC on Sunday.

squeezed.

We deeply regret that the full
might of the police force was unleashed upon a peaceful gathering whose only aim was to express publicly its unhappiness
over the price hikes. The riot police assaulted, kicked, and
clubbed defenceless and helpless
demonstrators.

Worse, unscrupulous politicians
from both sides of the religious divide may try to capitalise on tense
situations such as these for their
own selfish, political ends — at the
expense of national interest.

We remind the authorities that
public expressions of dissatisfaction on the street are the normal
practice in any democracy worth
its name as long as the protests
are peaceful.

We therefore call upon the authorities to engage in a sober and
civilised dialogue with the affected parties to prevent the situation from worsening. We also call
upon religious leaders of various
theological backgrounds to appeal for calm and for a peaceful
resolution of such disputes among
the parties concerned.

The aggressive behaviour of the
police was unprovoked. It only
strengthens the resolve of civil
society groups to press for the establishment of the Independent
Police Complaints and Misconduct Commission, which will go
a long way in making the force
more accountable.

Let not such religious intolerance
as demonstrated by the DBKL
scuttle the professed efforts by our
political leaders to make Malaysia known as a Muslim-majority
country that is tolerant and moderate in its religious practices. Let
us instead be a nation where the
adherents of other faiths feel safe
to practise their traditions as a
matter of right.

We call upon the government to
conduct an immediate probe into
the harsh and brutal treatment
meted out to the unfortunate protesters. Needless to say, this probe
should be carried out by an independent body and not by the police.

A record of Aliran's stand on current affairs.

Demolishing
multiculturalism,
multi-religiosity
As an organisation championing
and promoting freedom of expression and religion, Aliran is deeply
disturbed by the reported demolition of three Hindu temples by the
Kuala Lumpur City Hall (DBKL)
over the last few months. The latest of these demolitions involved
the Aum Sri Siva Balakrishnan
temple in Setapak.
Such drastic and insensitive action by the authorities could easily and understandably evoke
frustration, anger and even hatred
among the faithful. It is tantamount to being sacrilegious and
disrespectful. In a society that is
supposedly
multiethnic,
multicultural and multi-religious,
these demolitions are totally unacceptable and could endanger
our precious unity and harmony.
In the wake of the controversial
Moorthy case and others, such
demolitions could also reinforce
the feeling among members of cultural minorities that their democratic and religious space is
slowly and unjustly being

Dr Mustafa Kamal Anuar
Assistant Secretary
26 May 2006
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Aliran Executive Committee
30 May 2006

Continued on page 15

FREER MEDIA UNDER PM ABDULLAH? Continued from page 40
ISA and the OSA—are still firmly
in place, hanging over the heads
of journalists. Not a single change
has been made to any of them
since Mahathir stepped down as
premier in October 2003. The BN
government still has the power to
shut down any publication.
Witness the fate of the Sarawak
Tribune. Evidence suggested that
the editors made an honest mistake of reprinting caricatures of
Prophet Muhammad following
Muslim protests of a Danish paper that first published them. But
Abdullah’s government quickly
shut it down for good.
The mainstream media also continue to be owned by interests directly or indirectly tied to the main
component parties of the BN, especially UMNO and the MCA.
Top editorial positions at the NST
and other papers under the NSTP
are still known for being filled by
appointees of the UMNO leadership.
This is not to deny that the mainstream media had provided some
critical reports on issues such as
the automobile Approved Permits
scandals that saw Rafidah Aziz,
normally happy to bask in the
media limelight, avoiding the media like the plague; police impropriety and abuse of detainees; the
questionable policies or practices
of the municipal councillors; and

the Home Ministry’s banning of
Amir’s “The Last Communist”
even though the censorship board
had cleared it uncut for public
viewing.

Same

deference

One would have to dig long and
hard to come up with critical coverage when Mahathir was the premier. He was well known for hitting out at the media for even the
slightest whiff of negativity on
him or his administration. This
is true even when he is no longer
the prime minister.
When The Star’s Wong Chun Wai
opined that Mahathir did not do
much to combat corruption in the
22 years of his premiership,
Mahathir not only called a press
conference to set him straight but
also extracted an apology from
him at a dinner arranged by a
Mahathir supporter for Mahathir
and Malaysian journalists.
The English dailies under
Mahathir were essentially a oneman show: Mahathir hogged the
headlines as well as the inside
pages almost daily. Acting merely
as his stenographer, the dailies
were afraid to raise any criticism
of him or his policies.
But the mainstream media, with
some exceptions that will be addressed shortly, have shown just

as much deference to Prime Minister Abdullah. The only difference is they are now willing to
take to task others in government—such as Rafidah and those
state-level politicians and municipal councillors.

Cue

journalism

Still, this kind of critical reporting
has been selectively applied. The
mainstream media blacked out the
first peaceful street protest of the
hike in petrol price by 30 sen. Subsequent coverage played up the
role of the police in maintaining
peace and order. Even though
many complained about the heavy
handedness of the police in dealing with the peaceful protestors,
hardly any of that got into the
mainstream media’s coverage.
At other times, the mainstream
media would engage in what is
called ‘cue journalism’ or taking
the cue from the Abdullah’s administration before engaging in
critical coverage. When the nudesquats issue surfaced and the police appeared to be abusive of a
detainee, the media seemed eager
to outdo one another in slamming
the police after some high-ranking members of the Abdullah administration expressed displeasure at the police. They even called
for the setting up of the Independent Police Complaints and Misconduct Commission (IPCMC)
post haste.
But when the police and certain
members of UMNO, especially
UMNO Youth, grew critical of the
IPCMC and Abdullah started to
stall on implementing it, the main-
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ing politics of the day. Even if the
particular leader is receptive to
critical, independent media, such
media would last only for as long
as that individual is in power.
Institutional mechanisms need to
be created to ensure that critical,
independent media are here to
stay regardless of who the PM is.

stream media largely lost interest
in it.

a

the Sun,
refreshing
exception

The selective coverage and cue
journalism are especially true of
UMNO-connected NST and
MCA-owned Star. But theSun has
offered exceptions as it has presented more critical commentaries or editorials of the authorities
at the federal and state levels. A
more recent example is the “Letter to the PM” by columnist and
assistant editor Jacqueline Ann
Surin, who criticised PM
Abdullah for not making good his
election promise to be a PM for all
Malaysians.
The more critical thrust of the free
paper has more in common with
Malaysiakini than NST or The Star.
The paper first showed some inkling of its independence when
covering the run-up to the 2004
general election. That it has since
strengthened its critical stance
gives hope to many Malaysians
who have been waiting for far too
long for the mainstream media to
show some spine instead of just
parroting the authorities. It is
doubtful theSun would have

lasted this long under Mahathir.
One wonders though whether the
Abdullah administration has allowed theSun to continue because
it is largely focused on the Klang
Valley and is available only in a
few urban centres. In any case, its
readership has grown and it
would be encouraging if it has
something to do with its critical
stance.

Institutional
mechanisms
needed
Still, whatever difference we have
witnessed in the mainstream media since Abdullah took over from
Mahathir has more to do with
Abdullah’s personality than anything else. Although this may encourage Abdullah’s supporters,
including those in the media such
as the NST, to go around saying
the mainstream media have seen
a fundamental change by being
more independent or critical, it is
hardly convincing.
Surely, one cannot depend merely
on the personality of a leader to
bring about fundamental reforms
to major social institutions such
as the media. It is far too fickle or
unreliable, subject to the chang-
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If Abdullah is truly interested in
developing the software to mould
Malaysians into having a First
World mentality to go with First
World infrastructure in the country, he should work on allowing
the mechanisms in the media to
take shape. Start by reviewing the
various media laws that have for
far too long put the fear in many
Malaysians of speaking out freely,
thereby retarding their ability to
think creatively and for themselves. Remove the licensing requirement for newspapers as it
has the effect of disallowing media whose politics are different
from those of the Barisan
Nasional’s from being published.
And get rid of the barbaric ISA.
Until then, however different the
media are under Abdullah (compared to how they were under
Mahathir), the environment now
is hardly conducive for independent, critical media to take root and
flourish.
The sorriest part of it all is that
given Abdullah’s poor track
record of making good on his 2004
election promises—for example,
the failure to go after the big fish
in the fight against corruption and
stalling on the implementation of
the IPCMC to reform the police—
one cannot help but be sceptical
that he will be to bring about fundamental media reforms for the
long run. q

Mother is Angry

W

aste not your energies and time
Venturing into outer spatial void,
No sister planet of mine
Will nourish you with what I provide

I contain enormous heat within my entrails
With two thirds of my face covered by four oceans
I maintain sea floors with protective plates
I watch the Ring of Fire with full time vigilance
In many times past the heat within
I couldn’t contain,
My hiccups and burps had brought disaster
It makes me sad, it brings me pain.
I have not been a good mother.
Earthquakes, Tsunamis, Typhoons, Hurricanes
Act of God? Blame God? God is not in control.
I have wiped towns and villages off my face.
Act of Man? Blame Man? Man is out of control.
You call me mother
You don’t treat me well either.
With nuclear testing, you abuse me
Stomach ulcers fester within me.

They are happening more often, aren’t they?
Of late, you have not been helping
That makes my anger boil
While I try to contain the force within
You drain my blood, burn the oil.
They are happening more often, aren’t they?
You heat up my atmosphere
Destroy my green saps
Burst open the Ozone layer
Melt my ice caps.
They are happening more often aren’t they?
My sea levels rise, depressions set
My globe is warming
My weather system is upset
Take it as a warning.

T’is your nuclear test explosion
Set my tectonic plates in motion,
My fault-lines are fractured
By landslides on my bed.

They are happening more often aren’t they?

Chain reactions rumble in by depths galore.
Slowly but surely it finds a weakness
in my lithosphere;
A hotspot breaks through the rocks in temblor
Heave ho! the seismic sea waves appear.

Currents cross, winds gather momentum
You started something, I cannot withhold
The force of hurricanes, typhoons, the storm.
The Ox* is growing weak and old.
They are happening more often, aren’t they?
You call me mother
I will nurture you
Don’t abuse me
Stop making me angry.
Why are they happening more often?
David Anthony
Petaling Jaya

* The people of Ancient China believed that the Earth was balanced on the shoulders of a giant ox. Earthquakes
happened when the ox shifted the Earth from one shoulder to the other.
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Freer media under PM Abdullah?
One cannot depend merely on the personality of a leader to
bring about fundamental reforms to major social institutions
such as the media.
by Wong Kok Keong
ith the next general election due latest by early
2009, Abdullah Ahmad
Badawi is now about
half way through his first-term
tenure as prime minister. Many
are already disillusioned with
him as he has not delivered on
several of his promises made in
the run-up to the 2004 election.
Former PM Mahathir Mohamad
also has his own issues with him.
This then may be an appropriate
time to also examine how the
mainstream media have fared
under Abdullah. Are they any different today than they were under Mahathir?

cautious criticism of the authorities such as over the banning of
Amir Muhammad’s documentary
“The Last Communist”.

W

After Abdullah dumped the
“crooked
bridge”
project,
Mahathir called a press conference to express his deep displeasure. But the mainstream media
hardly covered it. That fuelled his
anger and prompted him to say
the media during his time were
more open. He shamelessly
pointed to the coverage of the protests against the jailing of Anwar
Ibrahim to make his case.

More

space

Brendan Pereira, Group Editor of
the New Straits Times, however,
believed that Abdullah had al-

The most noticeable developments among the English dailies
ever since Abdullah took over
have taken place in theSun, which
has taken to task several policies
or practices of the government at
the federal and state levels.
The three major English dailies
indicate that Abdullah’s administration has been more tolerant
of critical media. Is it true?

Draconian
lowed the media more space for
critical reportage and commentary—something consistent with
Abdullah’s open and consultative
style of governance.
The Star, normally content to
focus on sports,
business and
lifestyle issues
such as fashion,
technology and
health, has seen
editors
like
Wong
Chun
Wai now and
then penning
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laws

remain

To begin with, all the laws governing the media—the PPPA, the

Continued on page 37

